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Holland City News.
VOL.

WEEKL

A

HOLLAND,

46.

SATURDAY, DECEMBER

MICH.,

THE REV. GEO. T. THAYER, of Bourbon,
R., Drag Store. Fine Dnin, ModIcioefl,Fancy Goods, Toilet Articles and Ind., says: “Both myself and wife owe our lives to
Shiloh's ConsumptionCure." Sold by D. R.
Perfumeries. River street.
VfEBNGB, D.

§oM

She

NO.

XII.—

dHtj

$euijs.

Hope chnrch consistory petitioned as follows:
The followingpreambleand resolutionwas

ill

NO.

unanimous that the

615.

has become

is that the opinion

cWli

Meengs.

effects

all but

of alcohol are

n every case, abnormal. If some phy"Complaint
aplalnthaving reached us
ns of the darkness of
sicians
stil! recommend and prescribe Its
in streetbetween River and Pine, therefore
resolved that we the official board o( Rope Ro- nse aa a stimulant, they do so on the misformed Church, Holland,Mich., do respectfully
petitionthe common council of said city to plsco taken principlethat the system, esu be
imp in sail
a lamp
said street on the outside of the riderepaired by that which sooner or later imIk directlyIn front of the sooth entrance to said
church. This petition we make because of the pairs it.
Met that the church we represent Is a public InstiAll science is one. Ono department of
tution and the street leading to it is frequently
Vf EYBR, BROUWER A CO., Dealersjn all
SHILOH'S CATARRH REMEDY-a positive
\e
toman knowledge cannot contradict an_ kinds of Furniture, Curtains,Wall Paper, cure for Catann, Diphtheriaand Canker Mouth. services regularly held therein.”
Ml
Carpets, Coffins,Picture Frames.etc.:River st.
Sold by D. R. Meengs.
THOMAS WALKER JONES,
other in tne nature of things. If It conld,

APER.

Y~jS WSP

WHOLE

1883.

22,

^AN PUTTEN, Wm.,

Dealer jn Drugs, Medicines, Paints, Oils, etc. ; Proprietor of Dr.

ARE YOU MADE

miserableby Indigestion,
onstipatlon,Diszlness, Loss of AppetitePYellow
W.VAxDBi'Biite'BFamilyMediclnes;Rlver8t.
skin? Shiloh's Vltalizerls a positive cure. Sold
YI7AL8H HEBER, Druggist A Pharmacist; a by D. R. Meengs.
T
full stock of goods appertaining
to the busWHY WILL YOU cough when Shiloh’sCure
,
will give immediate relief. Price 10 cts. 50 cts.
and $1. Sold by D. R. Meengs.
funlturs.

PUBLISHED EVERY SATURDAY AT

Y
HOLLAND, - - MICHIGAN. iness.
OFFICE: No.

EIGHTH STREET.

52

WILLIAM

H.

ROGERS.

Editor and Publisher.

ACKMETACK.”a

“ H

fume. Price

tl.50 per year jf paid in advance; $1,75 tf
paid at three months, and $2.00 if

paid

lastingand fragrant per-

25 and 50 cents. Sold

streets.—Referred to the committee on streetsand
bridges.

D. R. Meengs.

Botsli.

rilTY HOTEL.

months.

Williams Bros., Proprietors.
FOR DYSPEPSIA and Liver Complaint, yon
\j The onlv first-class Hotel in the city. Is have a printed guarantee on every bottle of
located in the business center of the town, and has Shiloh’s Vitalizer. It never falls to cure. Sold by
one of the largestand best sample rooms in the D. R. Meengs.
job PRlSTM Promptly ail
Eratei. State. Free bus in connection with the Hotel.
Holland,
HM/
A NASAL IN J ETOR free with etch 'bottle of
Shiloh's Catarrh Remedy. Price 50 cents. Sold
DHCENIX HOTEL. Jas. Ryder, proprietor. by D. R. Meengs.
TERMS OP ADVERTISING:
Located near the Chi. A W. Mien. K'y depot,
has good facilities for the traveling public,and its
One square of ten lines, (nonpareil,)75 cents for
table
is unsurpassed.*
Free Hack for accommodafirst insertion,and 25 cents for each subsequent
jpwctisfraentjs.
tion of guests. Holland, Mich.
insertionfor any period under three mouths.
at six

Mich.

Mr

A

“
“
Column
1 "

H.

O

W. J. Scott,

...
...
...
:::

500
800

8 U0
10 00

Mich.

fT’UITE, J., Dealer in all klnda of meata and
IV vegetables ; Meat Market on 8th street.

I7AN DER HAAR,

H., Dealer in Fresh, Salt,
and Smoked Meats and Vegetables ; paper
and twine; 8th street.

#oaiR

X

Chicago ft Wert Michigan Railway.

From Chicago
to Hollanc
and.

From Holland
Chicago. •

to

Nl’t

2ay Mall.
Exp. Exp.
p.m. p.m.

a.

DtJ Nl’t
Mail. Exp. Exp.

< TOWNS.

p.m. p.m.

a.

m.

11

05 East Saagatuck 2 45

11

20 .New Richmond.

11 32 2 30 12 10 ,.Gd. Junction..

10 49

• • • •

•

245 12

11 55

80 . ...Bangor. ...

• •a

*•

285

9 42

418

1 55

905

8 80

1 87

850

8 10

1

25 827 200 .BentonHarbor.12 40 750 1 55

1

50 •8 87 2 10 ...8t. Joseph...12 30 7 45 1 50

3 15 4 80 3 20 ..New Baffhlo.. 11 80 7 08 12 45

780 .740 6 50 ....Chicago ..... 855 4 30 9 55
a.m. p.m. p.m.
a.m. p.m. p.m.

GRAND RAPIDS BRANCH.
Prom Holland to
Grand Rapids.
p m. p.m. a. m.
10 05 800 t5 00 ....Holland.

348 550

..

qTEGENGA, A.

O

T)EST, R.

B.. Physician and Burgeon, can be
found in bis office,cor. River and Eighth
streets in Vanderveen'eBlock.

1J

IT’RBMBRS'H., Physician and Surgeon. ReaiIV dence on Twelfth street, cor. of Market
street. Office fit the drag store of Kramers A

m.

Office honre Dorn 11 a. m. to 12 m., and
from 5 to 6 p.
50-ly

OOHIPHOR8T, L.

O

Physician

and

Burgeon;

at the drag store of SchepereA Hchiphorat: is prepared at ail times, day or night, to
attend to “calls.”
office

Ledeboer.

Hudson vllte... 10 02

940
9 15

....Grandvllle... 950

ANTING, A.

G., Physician and Bnrgeon;
lYl office at Grsafrchapvillage,Allegan county,
Mich. Officebonra from 12 to 2 p.
26-1j.
Iff

m.

\

8 55

We

will

buy

10

400

46

p.m.

p.

6 10 ..Grand Rapids..

m. a.m.

a.

12

50 18 85

m. p.m. p.m.

home, $5.00 ontfit free. Pay abiolutely anre. No risk. Capitalnot
qnlred. Reader, If yon want bnelne*
which pereone of either sex, young or tnu,
can make great pay all the time they work, with
absolute certainty,write for particularsto H. Uallitt A*Co., Portland, Maine.
a

week

at

JX

B. P. the leading Photographer,Gallery opposite this office.

OFFICIAL.]

Common

Holland, Mich., Dec. 18, 1888.
The Common Council met pnrsnant to the call
of the Mayor, at 8 o'clock p. m.
Members pretient:—Mayor Beach, Aldermen
win*
Harrington,
Hams, Bcukema, Workman, Boyd

D

— -

YY

685

205 850

L

0. of o. F.
405 1128 640 ...Ferrysburg... 12 28 200 840
HollandCttyLodge, No. 192. Independent Order
of Odd Fellows, holds Its regular meetings at Odd
‘ 4 45 12 06 7 15 ...Muskegon...12 05 1 25 18 00 Fellows Hall, Holland,Mlch. ,on TnesdayEvening
pm. p.m. a.m.
p.m. p. m. p.m. of each week
Visitingbrothers
arecordlallylnvited.
ALLEGAN BRANCH.
Thos. McMaster,N. G.
William Badmoabtil, R. 8.
From Holland
From Alleganto
Holland.
F. ft A. X.
a.m. p. m.
p. m. a. m.

to
Allegan.

800

855

885

9 11

3 52

950

........

the one

.

is

Is injurious or

no

less

Fillmore ....... 10 10

1 85
1 05

02

1150

960

12 15

10

for the

ether. ?rac-

Ucal statesmenrealizemere and more that
political morality

and

politicaleconomy

from private moand personaleconomy. What corrupts the mao, destroys him body and
are In no wise different
rality

soul, corrupts and destroys the state. And

Dec. 5th, W. W. Noble liubtlugstr. lamps
for term ending Dec. 4, 1884 ............ $ 12 00
Dec. 8th, PeninsularGsa Light Go. five
barrelsof gasoline for street lamps ..... 24 42
Dec. 8lh, Chicagoand West Michigan K'y
Co., freight on five barrelsof gasoline.
4 50

how many

yet

main in our
confusionon

and blemishes rehow much
point oven in the minds

blots

legislation and

this

No

of our wisest Christian legislators!

where more so than in relerence to the
manufacture and sale of ardent

spirits.

Almost universally ibis is regarded as a
legitimate industry, a
as a source of

fit

subject for license

revenue. But

license

means

sanction, aod

by drawing the means of
support from this source the Stale becomes particeps eriminii with tho distillery and the dram shop. She oils her ma-

that proposals for famishingall materialand doing all necessary work be advertised.— Which said that is, tiie battle with intemperance.
resblntlon waa adoptedtwo-tbirds of all the aider- You may build as many churches as you
ng therein by yeas and nays as
men elect ooncnrrin
follows.Yeas:— Harrington, Ter Free, Bcukema. like, you may open as many free libraries

Kramer, Werkman, Boyd and Nylaud. Nays:None^ Yeas 7. Nays 0.
By aid. HarringtooResdtved, That the mayor and clerk advertisein
the Holland Crrr News and one paper ontaide of
the city for proposals for inrnlsbing materials and
doing the work of patting in a svstem of water
works according to plan numbered
_____2,. as made by
M. Walker, of PortHnron. Michigan,stipulating
time when specificationscan be seen sud t
when bids will be opened by the council, the city
reserving the right to reject any and all blds.Adopteo.

by the common council.

.....

as

you permit Intemperance to continue
ravages

among the people without

its

a su-

preme effort and struggle upon your part

Kiit

Council adjourned.

GEO.

you please, you may enlist new armies

of lay soldiersof Christ, but so long as

H. SIPP. (Mv Clerk.

your sermons will be useless.”
In many cities of Europe, prostitutionis
lisenied and a quarter assigned to the
wretched victims ef lust where they are
the church will be useless and

under the surveillance of
For the Holland CUy Hews:

the police.

From

moral plague spots, the municipal
government draws a revenue. Shame to
these

No. 8. Thi Economic Aipiot of
Alooholiia.

the boasted, civilizationof the Nineteenth

In concluding tbls second series
pipers upon the elfects of alcohol upon

On motion of aid. Harrington—
Resolved, That the job of graveling be and is the system, it is gratifying to know that
hereby acceptedand that the contractor be paid
accordingto terms of contract,that ail assign- the subject is year by year attracting
ments on the job be first paid from the contract greater interest and discussion on the part

1 But are not our governments
and
municipal doing the same thing? We
license saloons, and draw revenue from
them. Here in our own County of Otta-

Century

here in America, national and State

price.

Which said resolution was adopted two-thirds of of the medical authorities of our State.
the aldermenelect voting therefor by veas and
Ten years ago the ball waa opened by
nays as follows: Yeas:— Harrington.Williams,
Beukema. Kramer, Werkroan,and Boyd. Nays:— an able address on the “Entaiiments of
ARuouLARCommunlcation of Unity Lodux, None. Yeas 6. NayaO.
Alcohol” by Dr. Hitchcock of Kalamazoo
No. 191, F.& A. M.. will be held at Masonic Hal)
On motion of aid. Boyd—
Holland, Mich., on Wednesday evening,
President of the State Board of Health.
Resolved, That the marshal be and ia hereby in— ,at7j’clock, sharp.
structed to notify the contractor to see that the In the annual address for 1882 of Hon. Le
O. Brstxah, W.M.
sidewalks are properly laid and completedas soon
D,L. Botd,£m'v.
Roy Parker of Flint, President of the
as the snow is off.— Adopted.
all

wa, the Treasurer reports the U.

8. taxes

—

paid on the sale of spirituous liquors at retail for

the current year at upwards of

eleven thousand dollars,$2465 from the
eight saloons and brewery of the city

Holland! And

925 •11 85
a.m. p.m.

what makes

yet

of

the pros-

titutes? The alcohol whose sale ft licensed

by

and sanctioned
the State, Of 2196
contractor presenteda bill lor 121 cubic same Board, occur these words.
yards of gravel at 89% cents per cubic yards the
women
committed
to
the Sherborn (Mass.)
field
of
investigation
into
the
§torfeft*s.
gravel having been need In the varions cross-walks
and streetintersections.—Bill allowed and a warState
Reformatory
for
during a
causes, extent and results ot alcoholism Is
rant ordered Issued on the city treasurer for the
period
of
four
years,
more
tban
four
fifths
amount.
Produce, Etc.
a broad one, and In the first annual adwere
intemperate
msre
tban
three
(Correctedevery Friday by E. J. Harrington.) Conncii adjourned.
dress of Dr. Hitckock, our first President,
Holland, Mich., Dec. 18, 1888.
Applet, V.bnshei... ..............
$ 75
] 00
fourths
prostitutes.
So
runs
the.
last
rebe pointed out the duty of this Board to
bushel ....... ........ 1 50
Beans,
The Common Council met in regular session
AJUI'IAJI
IV. • •••••••••
..... «••«•••••• 18
Butter, ^ lb**
and was calledto order by the Mayor.
make such investigation.If we do not agree port
The

4 15 10 80
p. m. a.m.

so

wholeiome for

’

*9 80 ........ Holland ........ 10 80

825

^

Aid. Kramer here appearedand took bis seat.
The regular order of business w»s suspended.
The city surveyorreported the gravelingof
Ninth streetcompleted and ready for acceptance

jfofutiw.

2 27
..Grand Haven.. 12 36

-

Mich.

....Boshkill,...

ll 20

ual. What

pli

Ootmoll.

Ik REYMAN, OTTO Watchmaker, Jeweler, and
From Muskegon
From Holland to
dealer in Fancy Goods ; Corner of Market
to Holland.
Muskegon.,
and Eighth Street. } p.m. p.m. p.m.
p.m. a. m. a. m.
3 00 10 80 15 20 ....Holland ..... 1 25 300 940 YXTYKHUYBEN, H., dealer In Watches, Clocka. and the Clerk.
i
Jewelry and Spectacles, cor. Ninth and
The Mayor stated the object of the meeting was
235
325 10 50 5 55
Cedar streets.Holland
24-lr.
to Inspect the graveling work of Ninth street.

400

tain here as in the family or the individ-

“

.

Phrtjptphir.

VatokiiaidJiwilry.

3 35 11 00 6 10

“ “

.

TTIGG1N8,

MUSKEGON BRANCH.

•

collectionof families.The same laws ob-

The city clerk reported having Issued the following warrants on the city treasurer:

all the "'Staveand

I

985

State is nothing

chinery with the blood of Ihe poor inebriHeading
ate and like the mystic Babylon of St.
Bolts you can make and deliver the year
—Approved.
round, viz:
John trafllcs in the souls of men. lithe
MOTIONS AND RESOLUTtOUS.
Oak Stave Bolls, 30 inches long.
indictmenttoo severe? Hear what a late
By aid. Harrington—
White Ash Slave Bolts, 30 inches long.
Resolved, That the clerk make oat an itemized writer, a prelate of the Church of England
Elm Slave Boto, 83 inches long.
statement of all some paid out of tho general fond
Black Ash Stave Bolls, 83 inches long.
on account of the aarveylng, making of special as- says in a letter to the late Episcopal ConBlack Ash Heading Bolts 88 inches long. sessment rolls, and other work, properlybelong- vention at Philadelphia, "There is a subing to the Ninth street special assessmentdistrict
Basswood Heading Bolts, 88 inches long. fond, and report the same at the next meeting of ject which llesaf the root of all clerical
Pine Heading Bolts, 20 inches long.
the council .—Adopted
work, of all lay work and of all Episcopal
For making contracts or further In
By aid. Harrington- *
formation apply !o Fixter’s Stave Factory
Resolved, That the plan numbered2, for a ays- work, and of all the conventions, and of
tern of water works, as made and aubmit
all the phl)anihro|jio and literary InstituED. VER 8CHURE, Supt.
Mr. Walker, hydraulic engineer, of Port Huron,
Michigan, be and the same Is hereby adopted and tion! which you have in this country—
or to G. Van Putten & Sons’ store.

Pknletaai.

Bangs.

do

more than an aggregate of Individuals, a

collected.—Filed.

Woodsmen.

From Grd. Rapids XT’ ATES. O. E., Physician and Surgeon. Office
X at residence on the corner of River and
to Holland.
a.m. p.m. p.m. Eleventh streets, formerlyoccnpiedby the late
Dr. B.
48-ly.
... 10 80 180 9 50

..... 3 12 5 18 ....Zeeland ..... 10 20 .....
8 82 5 35

YV

same. Tho

verdict is the

•

.

Farmers and

to

with the health of the State. Here tho

(

P. H. Manufacturerof Wooden, and
Iron and Wood combination Pumps. Cor10th aud River streets.

which has

too with political science

shipments.

P., Justice of the Peace and
Notary Public. Conveyancing done at ihort
428 notice. Office Zeeland, Michigan. 9-ly

10105 1 35 10 45 ....Holland ..... 2 56 10 05 4 50
10 30

“

........

Notary Publlci.

m.

holism the poison of son! and body. Bo

.....

-=RAILWAYE-

TX7ILMS,

highest sanction set to the verdict

.

ATTENTION

1883.

16,

s the

of human acience which pronounces alco-

The committeeon poor reported presenting the
semi-monthly report of the directorof the poor,
and said committee recommending $28.00 for the
WM. BAUMGARTEL,
rapport of the poor for the two weeks ending
Agent
Chicago
and
West
Michigan
Railicay.
January 2nd.. 1888, and having extended temXmfaetorin. Xilli, Shop*, Ite.
Holland, Mich., Nov. 28. 1883. 42tf porary aid to the amount of t2A0.— Approved and
I3AUEL8, VAN PUTTEN A CO., Proprietors
warrants ordered issued on the city treasurer for
the several amounta.
of Plugger Mills: Steam Saw and Flour
Mills.) near foot of 8th street.
COMMUNICATIONS IRON CITV omcERS.
Justice Fairbanks reported the number of proseT7AN RAALTE, B. dealer in Farm Implements
cutions had before him in the month of November
V . and Machinery,cor. River end Ninth fctreet.
and the receipt of the city treasurer for $1, fines

V

Talcing Effect, Sunday, Dec.

..

,

Chicago and West Mich.

Xiat Xartati.

|8it

)

-

that no paper will be continued after date.

YORK.

,

*.

Hotel.

this PAPERn&vri0^'.6

ning the use of alcohol as a beverage, bebe placed In the centre of block 85 on Nln
street between Fish and Cedar streets.—Referred
cause it defiles the body, the temple of
to the committee on streetsand bridges.
God. As long at that law stands on the
James Hnntley, contractor for building engine
house and common coaoell rooms petitioned that divine statute book, "No drunkard shall
the coatract time, for completingtho same, be exnherit the kingdom of God,” Just so long
tended one month.-Granted.

WM. BAUMGARTEL,

Yearly advertisers have the privilege of three TtOONE H„ Livery and 8alp Stable. Office
X> andbarnonMarketstreet.Everythingfirstchanges.
class.
BusinessCards in City Directory, not over three
Anes, $2.00 per annnm,
TTAVERKATE,G. J., Livery and Boarding
Noticesof Births, Marriages, and Deaths pub XI stable.Fine rigs and good hones can allished whitout charge for subscribers.
ways be relied on. On Fish street,near Scott’a
SS-tf
All advertising bills collecUblequarterly.
An X before the Subscriber's name will donote VTTBBELINK, J. H., Livery and Sale Stable;
the expiration of the Subscription.
Two XX sig- iv Ninth street, near Market.
nifies

science agrees with hygiene in condem-

B. J. Barringtonpetitioned that a street lamg

The following bills wore presented for payment:
C. Landaal, city treaswer,special assessment taxes .......... ......
....... ... $ 170 81
. E. Belles A Go., vane for tower of 6Agtne house .............................
. 3000
Wm. BenJaminse,printing. .........
2 45
G. J. Dickema. surveying on Ninth street 8 00
Kremer A Bangs, testingwater fto$i 8
water sites ......... ...... * ............ 1000
tFrelght and Ticket Agent
W H. Rogers, printing ....... ........... . . 21 60
Geo. H. 81pp, surveying,setting stakes,
and superintending Ninth street improvement job .....................
42 00
P. Woodruff, assistingon Ninth atreot..
150
8. Woodruff,
.....
10)
J. Hummel, refreshmentsfor fire department at throe fires ...... .......... ......
1709
P. A S. Winter, material and labor blacksmithing............
..... ......
• 75
E. J. Harrington, 7K months rent of room
Sells tickets to all principal points in
for Colombia Fire Eng. Co. at $6matchea and oil.
4527
the United States and Canadas. Money
—On motion the bill of B. J. Harrington waa recan be saved by purchasingticketsof me. ferred to the committee on fire departmentthe reof hills allowed and warrants ordered
Through Bills of Lading issued and rates mainder
issued on the city treasurerfor the several
given for freights to all points, Call and amounts.
REPORTS OP 8TAHDINQ COMMITTEES.
see me before making your jouruey or

proprietor.

This hotel Is located on the cor. ofNlnth and
Fish strs. Terms, $1.85 per day. Good accom10 00 17 80 modations can always be relied on. Holland.
6-lJ
tOOl) 17 00 25 03
17 00 15 00 40 00
LivirmASsU Statin.
25 00 40 00 66 00

850
500
800

Square ..

2
3

CCOTT’ HOTEL.

It.

6 x. I
1

Holland City, Nov. 1888.

V

Terms of Subscription:

•

Prest. of Consistory.

t would ubt be genuine science, which is
by D. R, -Referred to committee on streetsand bridges.
nothing
else but a perception of truth in
ITAN PUTTEN G„ A SONS., General Dealers Meengs.
Walsh, De Roo A Co. and twenty-five others
in Dry Goods, Groceries,Crockery, Hats
ts
manifold
relations,but science falsely
petitionedthat street lamps be placed on the
and Gaps, Flour. Provisions,etc, ; River street.
SHILOH'S CURE WILL immediately relieve corners
of River and Fifth and River and Sixth
so called. Hence, aa we have seen, moral
Croup, Whooping cough and Bronchitis.Sold by
•Oifiiral Iialiri.

(Bur

"The

women

* Mixed trains.

'

t Bans daily,all other trains dally except Sunday. All trains ran by Detroit time.

Main

Trains leave Holland, going north, at
arriving at Grand Rapids at 10:15 a m,
and at 10:05 p m, arriving at Moskegon at 12:10 a
m; also mixed trains leave Holland,going aonth
at 5,50 a m and 8:55 a m.

am,

7^0

lusted

iiMftarg.

and

Q

.

f

....

tejVr::.-::.;:::::.::...
Onions, f bushels .............
Potatoes, V bushel ................
85
.

Q

(tads, Feed. Eto.
(Correctedevery Friday by W.H. Beach.)
85

103

-

Attensyt.
Clover seed,

TTOWARD.M. D., Claim Agent, Attorneyand
XX Notary Public; River street.

f

.................. 5 00
Corn Meal f 100 lbs ........ .......
Corn, shelled f bnshel ............
r lOQTa V DN ..............
Fine 6orn Meal VKiOfti .........
M

.

......

•

EACH, W.

B

H.

Commission Merchant, and

100

•

•

A

e

•••

•

800

‘d ......................
$ 100 1b ...............

finnisl

5 10
1 25
55

525
200
24 00
J 25

•

f 100 t> ..............

eat market
etore

T10

150

“

00
1 00
1

1 05

Wherein then lies the difference bethat alcoholismis a disease in itself,as is
claimed by many able thinkers, we can at tween the cities that license prostitution
least be assured that it begets disease and and the State that licenses intemperance?
death. It is

therefore a legitimate subject

We

see

none except that the one sanctions

for our study in all its relations.It baa the effect the other the cause. The

one

other.

The

an aspect aside from the
Involved,

which

moral question

it behooves those

traffic is as illegitimateat the

who moral plane of the

are interestedin the highest welfare of the brothel keeper
State to study into. The aspect which af-

is

saloonistand the

the same— both equally

condemned by the higher law of God.

the health and life of ouroitizeos, The day will come when bnman law will
shonld study.” (Tenth Annual Rep. reach the aame conclusion by the light of

fects

we

State Bd. of Heelth of Mich. p. 860.) In science. For that good time, surely comYoarhnmble servant,
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Members present:— Mayor Beach, Aldermen
Harrington,TerVree, Beukema, Kramer, Boyd,
Nylandand the Clerk.
Minutes of the meeting of Dec. 4th, 1883, were
read and approved.
PftmONS AND ACCOUNTS.
The following petition was received, to- wit:
Gentlemen :-Necessitycompells me to respectf
folly ask you to relieveme of mv taxes assesssed
against me in Holland City. At I have no resource# whatever except what I can make by coltivating my city property, and
md aa my crops have
nave
been a failure this summer,
and the burning of Mr.
Prakkeu’shouse has been a severe loss to me, so
that I am almost penniless, and my old age, which

V.

VAN HKRWIJNEN

Holland, Dec. 14th, 1888.
-Referred to the committeeon poer.

the interval between these two addresses, ing

much

has

been done In

the sdentiflo in-

m

far off,

we will work

and pray while breath

»CK.

vestigation of the operation of the poison
on the organs and functions. One result

muted.— Refe

though perhaps

Holland, Dec.

1

Hunter, who was recently arrested m Peoria ator Chaffee, of Colorado,was chosen tempoin connection with the murder of Zora Burns,
rary Chairman, and Senator Sabin, of Minneproves to be Thomas P. Russell, the son of a
f ftrmpr in Vo rnn rv-ii m
u
,EOt41’ Wft9 eloote<? Permanent Chairman. It

HOLLVND CITI. MICHIGAN.

THE NEWS CONDENSED.
CONGRESSIONAL PROCEEDINGS.
Mft. Anthony,
a

sick bed,

who has for a
made

lonf time

hli appearanceIn the

Senate on the 11th Inst.,requiring assistance to

reach the elevator.Every Senator rose as he
was sworn In. Mr. Sherman presenteda hill to
encouragecloser commercialrelationswith
Mexico, Brad], and the Central South American
republics.Mr. Ingalls offered a petitionfor
pensions for ex-nnsonere of war. At the executive sesdon Walter Q. Gresham was confirmed as Postmaster General.The President sent in a large batch of nominations,nearly
all of them recess appointments.About 900
hills were introduced In the House, among them
the following: By Mr. Laoey, to establish a
postal savings deposit as a branch of the Postaffloe department;by Mr. Cutcheon,for the better protection of life and property on Lake
Mkmhmn, by the constructionof a harbor
of refnge: by Mr. Taple, to abolishthe duty on
•alt; by Mr. Muldrow, to enlarge the powers and
duties of the Department of Agriculture; by Mr.
Hatch, to establish a Bureau of Animal Industry
and prevent the importationof diseased cattle
and the spread of contagions diseases among
domestic animals, and also to allow farmers ana
planters to sell leaf tobacco of their own productionto other than manufacturerswithout a
special tax: by Mr. O’Nell, to preventthe adulteration of food and drugs; by Mr. Burnes, to
admit free of duty all grades ofi. sugar; also for
the relief of land-owners whose land Is destroyedby any navigable river; by Mr. Slocum,
a bill for the relief of Pits John Porter; by
Mr. Kelley, to further limit the coinage of silver
dollars, and Mr. Smith, another to suspend the
coinage;by Mr. Bosecrans, proposinga constitutional amendmentsuppressingpolygamy;by
Mr. McMIUln, to make the trade dollar legal
tender; Mr. Oury, to transfer the Indian bureau

Raymond, U
Dakota; by Mr. Calms-

ry

o:

to admit Utah sa a
State; and bjv Mr. Hutchins,
lutohms,to provide
provt for the
retirement of all legal tendermotesof lees than
is. Mr. Robinson,of New York, offered resolutions Inquiringabout the purchase of publlo
lands by foreign noblemen, and asking whether
Minister Lowell received the title of Lord Rector
In Great Britain.

The sixth day of the Emma Bond
outrage ease at Hillsboro,III, was largely Meeting of the national Committee at
consumed in establishingthe ownership of a
Waihington.
toe-nail found in the loft of the school-house
the day After the orime was committed. The
raring from the too-nall was produced in Chicago the Place and June 84 the Time
court. It hod a longitudinal ridge exactly
for the Next Convention.
corresponding to a ridge in the main part of
of the late President. He was well dressed, porter his views on the politicalsituation, asMontgomery’stoe-nail The rest of the eviaristooraticIn manner, and good-looking. serts that the Democratswill take up Gen.
The National Republicancommittee condence hud no partlcu ar force.
He annoyed the Garfield family very much,
Sherman and elect him if the Republicans do
vened
at the Arlington hotel, in Washand said his name was George Washington,
The PlankintonHouse, Milwaukee,
not. He regards Logan and Lincoln as neck
ington, on Wednesday, Dac. 18, and waa
and that he was a distant, relative of the,
and hook in tho rtce for! the fioini nation. .. caught flyo In tho midst of a driving snow

glven ^’'" re*°lve,) ,hat theNa'ton“l convenU™ >»
held Tuesday, June 3, and on tho fourth balsmall sum of money with which to leave
lot Chicago was selected as the place of meet•town.
ing. A proposition by Senator Frye to give
For several days a strange young increased representation to the Republican
man had been calling at the residenceof Mrs. States of the North was voted down.
Private Dalzell, in giving a reGarfield, seeking an interview with the widow

Father of His Country...He oldlaied that it
was all arranged that ho was to marry Miss
Molly Garfield,and that he came all the
way from St. Louis for that purpose.
The police took the matter In hand,
and the crank disappeared...... Three
days were consumed in selecting a jury
for the trial of the assailants of Miss Emma
Bond, at Hillsboro, HI. Miss Bond fainted In
the court-room and had to be propped up in
an easy chair with pillows.

Minneapolis reports the

erection of

3,589 dwellingsand 681 stores and factories

during the year, which, with the Improvements in progress,will require over $12,000,000... .The fifth day of the trial at Hillsboro,
111.,of the men charged with the outrage on
Miss Emma Bond was devoted chiefly to hearing the testimony of Lawrence Heinleln,an
uncle of one of the parties indicted, in which
he swore to several damaging admissions
made by John C. Montgomery Just after the
crime. The opinion was freely expressed that
Heinlelncould tell more If he chose, and that
be bad been Induced by threats to withhold
the most damning of the confessionsmade to
him.

Mr. and Mrs. W. J. Florence are
booked for a two weeks’ engagement,covering the holidays, at McVlcker’s theater, Chi-

cago. The first week will be devoted to a new
comedy entitled “Facts,’’ in which Mr. Florence, as Pinto Perkins, has oroated a character said to be a companion picture to his
Hon. Bardwoll Slote. Mrs. Florence also has
& character well suited to her talents. The
second week these fine artists will be seen in
the popular play of the “Mighty Dollar.”

.

Both houses of tho Virginia Legislaturehave
passed a resolution Instructing tho Virginia
Senators and requesting the Representative*
in Congress to use their best endeavors to secure the unconditional and immediate abolition of the internalrevenue system.

fected. Mr. Wilson called up his Joint resolution
Ntng an amendment to the Constitution re; tothe civil rightsof dttiena. The resolution
_ nks that the following article-amendment
i numbered Art 16: “Congressshall have power, hy appropriate legislation,
to protect the citizens of the United States In the exercise and
enjoyment of their rights,privileges and immunities,and insore them the equal protection of
the laws,” Mr. Wilson addressedthe Senate in
support of the resolution, and, on his motion,
it was referred to the Judiciary Committee. The
House was not in session.

An immense

bill

in the Senate,

on the 12th Inst, to admit Washington Territory and a portion of Idaho as the State of

Wash-

ington. Mr. Morrill presented a measure for a
oommlaelop on the liquor traffic. A prolonged
debate took place on tne report of thtf Committee on Rules. A resolution was adopted calling
upon the Secretary of the Interior for Information relativeto the transfer of the Texas and
Pacific land grant to the Southern Pacificroad.
Mr. Sawyer Introduceda bill to forfeitto a certain extent lands granted to Michigan to build
a railroad from Ontonagonto the Wisconsin

.

THE SOUTH.
A dispatch from Austin, Tex., refer-

ring to the recent report that a suit Is soon
to

be brought in the

United States Court of

Claims to recover the value of slaves emancipated during the war says: “Gov. Ireland,
AttorneyGeneral Templeton, and several
prominent lawyers consultedby the reporter
scout the idea that Texas has any more claim
on the Federal Government than any other
Southern State. They consider the scheme a
very foolish one, and that if anybody is engaged In it, which is regarded as doubtful,it
Is for poUtical purposes.”

A dispatch from Columbia, 8.

C.,

records the death of Mrs. Preston, the last
surviving child of Gen.

Wade Hampton, of

Revolutionary fame.... Norris Bell, colored,
was hanged in the jail at Macon, Ga., for the
murder of his wife last August

Kentucky, to the numhave formed an association to reduce the productionof whisky.
Distillers

in

ber of seventy-five,

Republicanswas held

for the imrpose of nominating officers of the Senate. Gen. Anson G. MoCook received 19 votes for Secretary, George C.
Gorham 18, and D. W. Ramsdell 8. McCook waa
then declaredthe nominee. Charles W. Johnson, of Minnesota,was selected for Chief Clerk;
James R. Young, of Pennsylvania,as Executive
Clerk: Rev. E. E. Huntley for Chaplain, and
Col W. P. Canada? as Sergeant-at-Arms.

A

joint resolutionwas introduced in the

House, on the 14th Inst, by Mr. Hoblitxell,requesting the President to Issue s proclamation
tot the commemoration of the centennial anniversary of Washington'ssurrenderof his oommisskra, Dec. at. Mr. Horr asked leave to offer
a resolution calling the attention of the President to the recent riots at Danville, Va., bat
Mr. Morrison objected. Mr. Cox desired to introdace a joint resolution to repeal the test oath,
but Mr. Horr objected. There waa no 'session of
the Senate on the 14th.

THE EAST.
A ball at the New York residence of
Wm. H. Vanderbilt was the social event of
the season. Two bands were In attendance.
Delmonicoserved the supper at

12:30, and

the cotillionbegan at 1 :30 a. m. The decorations are describedas being lavish and beautiful.

A Boston dispatchsays the Gloucester fishing schooners RutherfordB. Hayes
and Witch are now given up as

lost,

swelling

number of wrecked vesselsto seven and
the number of lives sacrificedthis season to
ninety-one.
Mrs. ex-8enator Christian cy
the

.

.

.

died at Brooklyn. N. Y„ of Bright’s disease.

Two negroes broke into

a subsist-

ence shanty In the midst of an Italian camp

of railroad laborers, near Newburg, Pa.
Upon this the Italian camp attacked a negro
camp from which the thieves had Issued, and
a bottle followed.The Italians fought with
shotgunsand the negroes with dubs and
stones. Four of the blacks were
wounded, one fatally, and their side
was compelled to abandon the ground.

THE WEST.
San Francisco is convulsedover a
sensationaltragedy.Charles McLaughlin, a
pioneer, President of the Central Gaslight

company and a millionaire,was shot and
killed by Jerome B. Cox, a contractor. The
history of the case Is remarkable.Tne murderer had recovered $150,000 judgment
against McLaughlinno less than five times,
butthe Supreme Court had in each instance
reversedthe decision of the lower oourts.
This so embittered Cox that he last spring
tried to kill Justice McKInsley, of the
Supreme Court, whom Cox hold to account
for the numerous backsets to bis litlgaHe demanded $40,000 In settlement
a? McLaughlin, and, being refused, shot McLaughlin three times. The victim lived but
thirty minutes ..... Miss Emma Bond, In telling her sad story In a court-room at Hillsboro,
HL, positivelyindentifled John C. Montgomery as one Of her assailants. Before her testimony was finished she was attackedby hysteria
and carried out by her mother and sister.
.
Julia Reese and George Holies, the servants
employed by Jacob D. Crouch near Jackson,
Mlch.. were, arrested the other day for tho
butchery perpetrated on the night of Nov.
21. They were taken before a Justiceand
remanded to jail to await examination Jan.
8. This charge was made by Daniel Holcomb.
... .George Orr. a boy employed on the farm
of M. M. Trimble, near Paola, Kan., killed
.

.

the aged couple and escaped with what
money they had secreted .... VigilantesIn the
Niobrara Valley (D,T.) recentlylynched five
borae and cattle thieves. Four others,
now In Jail, if not punished by the

law, will share the same fate....
Jhmk James, the Missouri bandit, was released at Kansas City on $3,000 bail, but was
Immediatelyrearrested on the charge of
killing s bank cashier at Gallatin, In 1368....

The agreement has been signed by men representinghalf the registered capacity of the
State.

Levi James, a Choctaw Indian, conmurder of James

victed last November of the

Fulsom, was shot at Scullyville Court-House,
Indian Territory, In accordance with Choctaw
law. James sat upon a blanket. The Sheriff
held one hand and a deputy another. Another deputy took position five paces distant,
with a Colt’s revolver, deliberatelyaimed,
and shot the murderer through the heart.
He died in two minutes. Burt Ellis, a negro
murderer, was hanged at Shelby,N.C. ; Enoch
Brown, also colored, was executed for murder
at Halifax,N. C.; Pleasant Hall, another negro murderer, was strung up at Rolling Fork,
Miss.; and Juan Duran, a Mexican, paid the
extreme penalty of the law at Fort Davis,
Texas, for the murder of a Chinaman....
During the Democratic primary electionsin
New Orleans trouble arose at a poll on the
corner of Monroe and St Bernard streets,
where forty shots were fired. Capt M. J.
Fortier, Gus Renaud and Edward Mason were
killed,and SheriffBrewster and ten others
were wounded. The Sheriffand three of bis
deputieswere locked up.

WASHINGTON.

Washington telegram: In

a

of the

few

and

gold is reported to have been found one mile

.

evening. In- called to order by John A. Martla, Secretary.
W. E. Chandler nominated ex-SenatorChaffee,
tense excitement was oroated,fears of a of Colorado, temporary presidingofficer,and
repetition of the Newhali holocaust being up- he was elected unanimously,
permost in the minds of all, and guests who
D. M. Sabin, of Minnesota, waa nominated

s orm, at an early hour In tho

had a short year ago hardly missed being cremated again made their way through corridors tilled with dense smoke, wnere
The December report of the Agriinhalations
lungs
cultural Department at Washington states would have produced Insensibility,bo
unbearable was the air in tho hotel
that the returns of con^ production are more that no less than six firemen were carried to
conservative than In October and November, drug stores to be resuscitated. Forty female
from injury to soft corn by the warm, moist domestics,cooped In the upper part of the
weather north of tho 40th parallel. Corn that extensive structure, made their way to the
has been cribbed Is in a worse conditionthan ground by means of a fire-escape.The Chief
for many years. The proportion of unmer of the fire department was badly injured by
chantable corn is therelore largo. Tho final breathingsmoko and gas. The fire was
estimate of the quantity produced will fall a overcome in an hour without very serious
few millions short of tho indications damage to tho property,and no guest susof previous returns, or twenty-three tained any loss or Injury.... ;The Coroner’s
bushels per acre. This estimate relates only jury at San Francisco astonished the city by
to quantity,and makes no discount for in-, bringing In a verdict that Jerome B. Cox
ferior quality, which seriouslyincreases the killed Charles McLaughlin, the millionaire, in
practical shortage.Losses from packing in
self-defense.
masses or injury to soft corn from mild and
‘ Henry Villard has resigned the
wet weather are treatedas after-harvest considerations. An investigationwill be made Presidency of the Oregon Transcontinental
as to tho extent of such injury. Wheat— The
and Oregon Railway and Navigation compaaggregate slightly exceeds 400,000,000 bushels.
Oats— The crop is about 4 per cent, larger ny. W. Endlcott, Jr., of Boston, succeeds
than last year, and exceeds 500,000.000 him as President of the Oregon Transcontinental company, and T. Jefferson Coolidge,
bushels. The yield of rye and barley is little
less than in 1882. Buckwheat is reduced of Boston, as Presidentof the Oregon
Navigationcompany....
more than one-third.Returns from tho South Railway
point to a cotton crop of about 6,000,000 The Supreme court of the United States has
bales. It is possible tho cotton movement decided that the District court of Dakota had
of the year may pass that limit.... no Jurisdiction in tho case of Crow Dog, the
The Union Padflc, Chicago, Rock Island and Indian ohlef who was sentenced to death for
Paciflo and Chicago, Milwaukee and St. Paul the murder of Spotted Tall, and the prisoner
railroads have formed an agreement for will be released.

GENERAL.

bonanza of copper and twenty-fiveyears to divide the through business between Ogden and Chicago. It is consideredone of the most importantrailroad
north of Padmore,In the Rocky mountains, contracts for many years. By It the Iowa
on the British side of the line.
pool is at an end, and, though other Western
Mil Van Wvck offered a resolutionIn the
It has been definitly settled that the roads, it is sold, are at liberty to enter the
atlianoa, the three roads chiefiyconcerned
Senate, on the 13th Inst., calling for information American Catholic Hierarchywill meet in plainly have the bo]ge so strong that the rest'
as to the amount paid to special attorneys and Baltimore next November.
.There were 249 cannot probably get in on satisfactory terms,
detectives under this administration.A resolu- failuresIn the United States last week, but and the result, as forecast, will be a damagtion wm passed directing the Secretary of the 78 per cent, were those of traders with less ing war on nearly all sorts of Western busiTreasury to show under what provisions of law than $5,000 capital
ness, involving breaks In the Colorado pool
the reductionof the public debt has been efand possibly the Northwesternand South-

Mk. Dolph introduceda

THE REPUBLICANS.

in

Jfolland fits

been on

ADDITIONAL NEWS.

western traffic associations.

Patrick O’Donnell smiled while his
arms were being pinioned, and declined assistance in ascending the stepsof the scaffold.

Binns, the hangman, put the knot undor the
left ear of the condemnedman, who fell
eight feet when the lever was pulled. The
head was found to be quite loose from the
trunk. O’DonneU’sb Pother stood In a doorway oppositethe prison, engaged in prayer,
until all was over. The hangman was driven
away in a postal van.

No

business

was

transacted in either

The Indiana State grange, recently

by Elkina for permanent President,and elected by acclamation.
On tho first ballot for the place of holding
the convention the result waa aa follows:
Chicago, 14; Cincinnati, 12; Indianapolis,4;
Philadelphia,8; Saratoga 8. The second ballot resulted as follows: Chicago, 17; Cincinnati, 17; Indianapolis,
0; Philadelphia,
0; Saratoga, 0; and the third: Cincinnati,21; Chicago, 20; Saratoga,4; Philadelphia,1; IndLraapolls, 0. On the fourth ballot Chicago was
decided as the place for holding the convention, the result being hailed with cheers.
Senator Frye on presenting his plan for a
new basis of representation,earlier in the
day, supported it with a vigorous speech. Hei
said it presented a subjectwhich demanded
honest and conscientious attentiou. When
any gentleman made a propositionto change
the form of the National Conventionevery
man who was a candidate for President,or
who had one, Immediately sniffed at it. He
denied that he offered tho now plan in favor
of the interests of Mr. Blaine and in opposition to the Interests of Mr. Arthur. He had
not a candidate,and, so help him God, he
never again would have one. Mr. Frye then
quoted statisticsto show that the representation from the Southern States, which wore
antl-Republlcan,was nearly as large as that
from States which were surely Republican,
'and argued that his prepositionwas in tho
interest of absolute justice, which the National Commlttee-could not afford to deny.
Mr. Forbes (Massachusetts) briefly supported the proposition submitted by Mr.
Fryo, stating that tho country would criticise the party if It refused to inaugurate reform in the organizationof the oouA’bntion.
When the committee reassembled at 7 p. m.
discussionbegan over a point of order which
had been raised that as the committee had in
Feruary last agreed upon a basis of representationit could not now again change that
plan. SecretaryChandlerspoke against the
point of order, holding that the committee
had the power to change the basis. Senator
Logan denied that( the committee possessed
the power; the Nationalconventiononly
had such power. Mr. Chandler, continuing,
appealed to the members from the South and
from the Territoriesto vote for the Frye
plan, arguing that it was demanded by tbe

branch of Congress on the 17th Inst In the
In sessionat Indianapolis,
selected Columbus Senate a message was received from the House
as the place for holding the next convention, announcing the death of Mr. Haskell, of Kansas, sentiment of Republicans in Rdpnblican
and was immediately taken up. After appropri- States.
and the second Tuesday In December, 1884, as
ate remarks by, Mr. Ingalls, and on his motion,
Gen. Bradley (Kentucky) favored the posithe time. A determination was expressed to
the President of the Senate appointed Senators
put more vigor into the workings of the order Plumb,Cockrelland Dawes abommlttee to attend tion taken by Senator Logan. In reply to a
hereafter. The Financial committee re- the obsequies of the deceased Representative, taunt that the South could not give a single
ported a balance in the treasury,after paying The Senate oat of respect to his memory then electoral vote to the Republican candidate,
adjourned. The death of Mr. Haskell was an- be said that If the Republican party of the
all indebtedness, of $1,720.— The Wisconsin
State grange, in session at Madison, elected nounced In the Honse Immediately after as- North had glveil to the South the care and
the following officers:Worthy Master, 8. C. sembling,and, after an eloquentaddressby his attention that it gave to the doubtful States
Carr, Milton Junction; Worthy Overseer, M. colleague.Mr. Anderson, an adjournmentwas North tho South would furnish electoral votes.
taken. The Republican Senatorsheld a caucus, It had given lives for the good of the party.
Anderson, Crosf( Plains; Worthy Lecturer, at
which it was decided not to proceed Dr. Hicks (Florida) said there were graveAaron Broughton, Evansville;Worthy to the election of
President pro
Steward, R. A. Williams, Hillsboro; Worthy tern.
Senate until after yards miles long in the South filled with murAssistant Steward, W. A. Sprague,Reeds- the holiday, recess. It was urged that dered Republicans.Mr. Pierce (Rhode Islburg; Worthy Chaplain, 8. N. Jones, Fennl- the precarious conditionof Senator Anthony's and) was, sorry to see the debate take such a
more; Worthy Treasurer,Miss Hattie M. health made it adyisable not to make the oon- wide course,and feared if it was reported in
Huxley, Neenah; Worthy Gatekeeper, Enoch templatedchange Just before the long recess. the newspapersIt would delight the BourWood. Black Earth; Worthy Ceres, Mrs. H. A resolution was adopted to retain the Union bonsof the country. The South had given
soldiers now upon the rolls of the Senate. The us a Presidentin 1876. He did not favor deE. Huxley, Neenah; Worthy Pomona, Mrs. 8.
Democratic Senatorsheld a caucus and decided parting from the present plan. After furC. Carr, Milton Junction; Worthy Flora, Mrs.
to nominate as its Democratic officers of the
A. Brougton,Evansville; Worthy Lady As- Senate those nominated at the caucus two years ther expressions of opinion from various
sistant Steward, Mrs. W. A. Sprague, Reeds- ago, as follows: L. Q. Washington, Secretary; mombersof the committee, Mr. Magee (Pennburg.— The PennsylvaniaGrange, in ses- R. J. Bright, Seigeant-at- Arras; Col Payton, sylvania)moved, and Mr. Reynolds seconded
sion at Harrisburg,adopted resolutions Executive Clerk; F. E. Shober, Principal Clerk; the motion, to refer Senator Frye's plan to
tbe next National Republican Convention.
favoring the introduction of adflitional In- Dr. Bullock, Chaplain.
The vote on this motion, by States, resultstruction/pertaining to agriculture in the
ed as follows:
public schools; urging that the State College,
London’s Guilt and Woe.
Yeas— Arkansas, Pennsylvania, ' Colorado,
be restored to a technicalschool of agricultIsland, Connecticut,South Carolina,
ure; that corporationsclaiming immunities
Now, as a matter of fact, no English Rhode
Georgia, Texas, Florida, Virginia, lown. West
as common carriers be forbidden by law to
writer conversant with the subject has Virginia, Indiana, Idaho, Illinois New Mexico,
discriminatein freight rates, and that taxadared to tell a plain, unvarnishedtale Louisiana, Utah, Kansas, Minnesota, Missonri,
tion be equalized.
Mlesiaaippi, Nebraska, North Carolina, Oregon
of London’s guilt and woe. There are —25.
Gen. O. O. Howard denies that he
Nays— Alabama,California, Delaware, Kenmany of ns who have seen ftith our own
wants desertersfrom the army branded with
tucky, Maine, Maryland, Massachusetts,Michieves, and heard with our own ears,
gan, WashingtonTerritory, New Jersey, Ohio,
iron, but Insists that an indelible mark In Ink
•things that are so revoltingthat we can Tennessee, Vermont, WlBcomdi,Arizona,Daor some other substance would prevent the
only hint at them in vagne and hesitat- kota, Wyoming,New Hampshire— 18.
re-enllstmentof these persons.
On motion of Secretary Chandler, it
ing language. Were I even, now that was resolvedthat this committee views

a

of the

FOREIGN.

public attention has been thoroughly with regret and Indignation the recent
Advices from Hue, the capital of
aroused to a great danger, to go into attempts to suppress human rights and
Annam, confirm the correctnessof the redestroy free suffrage and an honest
Hlephma, the King of Annam, Is
dead, and that he was murdered by secret
enemies acting in the capacity of
servanis in the royal household.The death
of Hlephma has caused a tremendoussensation In China, and has aroused tho Annamese and Tonquinese to indignation .....
Buckshot Forster has been compelled to Allow the advice of Joseph Chamberlain, and
port that

now

proposes to extend to Ireland the pro-

con- visions of the Franchisebill ..... Another
versationwith a prominent Senator, Presi- London stock-jobbing firm has failed. Abbot, Page & Co. are reported to have £160,dent Arthur spoke of the proposed English
000 In liabilities,with an utterly unknown
expeditionto the arctic regions as “more of amount of assets, which are believed to be
this arctic insanity.” He said that while he light.
was willing that everythingthat could be
The Russian Nihilists continue to
done' for the relief of Greely and
his party should be done, be would display a blind devotion worthy of a better
prefer that
whaling crew should cause. One fanatic, named Rutcbkoff, esbe sent instead of a big Government caped from prison at Cbarkow,but returned
expedition. He thought that after Greely
to free his companions. He was seized by
was brought back there would never be an- the guards, whereupon he shot a gendarme
other sent by this Government to the arctic
and then himself ..... Henri Martin, the hisregions. “They are cruel, inhuman, and usetorian, and Pierre Richard de la Prade, the
less,” said the President,“and public opinion
poet, died recently .In Pails ..... The freight
Is right In its decision that they have been
steamer Duke was wrecked off the English
more the work of misguided enthusiaststhan
coast, and her crew of twenty-oneall
the Judgment of practical men.*'
drowned.
John C. Dore, of Chicago, ie in
Patrick O’Donnell, the slayer of
WashingtonIn the Interest of the Hennepin
Informer Carey, was hanged at London on
canal, and hopes to form an alliance with the
tho 17th of December. He was firm and defriends of Mississippilevees which will setermined to the lost. He said he was
cure a victoryfor both.
prepared to meet death, and added that he
The first movement toward an in- knew It would be avenged. Johnson
quiry into the action of the Government with Pool was hanged at Dublin, Deo. 18, for the
respect to the * land-grant roads has been murder of John Kennedy. Peter Wade has
been sentenced to hang at Dublin, Jan. 16,
made In the Senate. That body has adopted for the murder of Patrick Quinn, in October
a resolution calling upon the Secretary of last, at Patbfarnaham, near Dublin. The
the Interior for the papers in the matter of prisoner stated that he belonged to
the New Orleans and Pacific road.
secret society,- whose orders he
The United States consul at Bremen obeyed In committing the murder ......
King Alfonso opened the Spanish Cortes by
has forwarded to the State Departmenta 'Stating that all foreign relationswere harcopy of a letter sent to Bismarckby the monious. Certain reforms, includingtrial by
Chamber of Commerce, protesting against jury, would be Introduced,and later the plan
the continued exclusion of American pork for extension of the suffrage, which If passed
products, and showing that a retaliatory duty would concludetho labors of the present
upon German stoekings would cause a loss of Cortes, when, if the tiovornmontwere successful in the succeeding elections, a scheme
nearly $5, 00^000 per annum.
for revising the constitutionwould be preCongressman Haskell, of Kansas, sented to the next Parliament....The first
died at Washington after a somewhat pro- cargo of American wheat over imported into
longed Illness, brought on, It Is thought, by Austria has just been landed at Laube.
overexertion in the last session of Congress, A VIOLENT storm swept over Great
when ho was tho leader of the protectionists Britain. The Exhibitionbuilding at WolverIn their oppoBltllonto the Tariff bill. Representatives Hanback and Ryan of Kansas, hampton was demolished, a gas-holdernear
Kasson of Iowa. Burns of Missouri, Browne Bradford was capsized, the tower of the
of Indiana,and Le Fevre of Ohio, were ap- Cathedral at Lincoln was blown down, ship*
pointed a Congressionalcommitteeto accom- were torn from their moorings at Belfast, the
pany the remains to Lawrence, Kan.
roof of St. Mary’s churoh at Berwick was
damaged, the gasometer at Kildwlok was dePOLITICAL.
molished, and the monuments In a cemetery
The election in Boston gave Martin, at Bradford were toppled over, Thirteen perthe Republicanand Citizens’ candidate for sons were killed in tho streets in various towns.
Mayor, 27,051, against 26,753 for O’Brlon, .... Englishmen are Just now pouring optmor#
than the ordinary quantity of wrath on the
Democrat.
head of Parnell. At the recent Irish banThe National Republican committee quet the usual toast to the Queen was omlfr
me* at Washingtonon the 12th tost. Ex-Sen- ted. This has horrified all England.

a

a

the details of ordinary life in a London
slum, the story would be one which no
journal enjoying a general circulation
could possibly print. — O, R Sims, in

counting of ballotsin the various States
by methods at war with humanity 'and civilization. Against the prevalence of such
methods the Republican party stands sacredly
pledged, and we extend our sympathy to all
London Daily News.
the sufferersfrom such Inhumanities, and
pledge our earnest and unconditional coIt is not death, it is dying, that operation and the right hand Of eur fellowship to all men and. all organisations,what-,
alarms ones— Montaigne.
ever may have been their past political
who now unreservedly commit themselves to organized effortsto secure free
education,free suffrage and the protection
THE MARKET.
of life and property to all citizens, without
NEW YORK.
regard to their race or color, politicalopinBeeves ................... ..... $ 7.00 @ 9 00
ions or votes.
Hoos ............................
$ 5.75
The followingcall was then adopted:
Flo ub— Superfine ..............
. 3.50 0 6.50
A national conventionwill meet at Chicago on
Wheat-No. 3 Chicago ........., l.Ofl 0 LOOM
Tuesday, June 3. 1844, at 12 noon, for the nomi. 1.11 $ 1.18
^ Red .....
nation of candidatesto be supported for Presi. .06
.60!*
dent and Vice Presidentat the next election.
Oats— No. 2. ................ . .38
.44
The Republican electors of the several States
PoRK-Meas ............
. 14.75 @15.25
and all other voters, without regard to past
Lard ......................... . .U8*i$ .09
politicaldifferences,who are in favor of elevatCHICAGO.
ing and dignifyingAmerican labor, protecting
. 6.01 @ aoo
and extendinghome Industries,giving free pop, 6.25 0 0.25
ular education to the masses ot the people, se. 4.00 @ 4.50
curing *free suffrage and an honest counting of
, 4.75 0 6.25
ballots, effectually protectingall human rights
: 5.26 0 5.50
In every section of onr common country, and
C 3.21 0 4.25
Wheat-No. 2 Spring ......
. .90?*$ .97!* who desire to promote friendly feelingand
permanent kargiony throughout iho land
No. 2 Red Winter.
. .97
action,
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.98?4
...... .............. .69
.01
2 ...................... .31!*$ .32
RYtf— No. 2. ...................... .58
.59
Barley— No 2. .................. .05
.00
Butter— Choice Creamery ...... .30 0- .33
Eooa— Frenh. .................... .25
.26
PORK-MCS'8 ......................
, 13.50 @14.25
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.U8!4
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Wheat-No.
Corn-No.
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931*0

.96
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2 .....
.................
.85

Oats-No.
84 &
Rye-No. .......... ............. 50!*$
Barley-No 2 ..................... gi>*$
.

2

•

.57!*
.02!*

Pork— Mess ......................13.50 $i4.co
LARD ..............
8.60 $ 0.75

bv

maintaininga National Government

pledged to these objectsand principles, are
cordially invited to send from each
State four delegates at large, from each Congressional District two delegates, and for each Represe .tatlveat large two delegates, to the convention. Th ' delegates at large shall be chosen by
populardelegate State conventions, called on not
less than twenty days’ publishednotice,and held
not more than sixty days before the time fixed
for the meeting of the National convention.The
Republicans of the various Congressionaldistrictsshall have the option of electing their delegates at seperate popular
papula delegate conventions.
called on similar notice, and held in the districts
at any time within the fifteendavs next prior to

the meeting of the State convenST. LOUIS.
tions, or
subdivisions of tbe
Wheat-No. 2 Red ............... i.oo © 1.02
State conventionsinto district oonvonCOBN-Mixed ..................... 47 $ .48
t ons, and such delegates shall be eboseo In the
Oats-No. ....................... 31 <& .32
la ter method if not elected previous to the
Rvs ...... ......................... 58 © .54
meeting of the State conventions. All district
POBK-Mess ......................14.00 @14 50
Lard ..............................oa $ .085* delegates shall be accreditedby the officers of
such districtconventions. Two delegates shall
CINCINNATI
Wheat-No. 3 Rod ............... 1.04}*$ i.osj* be allowed from each Territoryand from the
District of Columbia, similarly chosen.
CORN ............................. 53 @ .55
Notices of contest shall be given to the National
Oats ...............................33 @ .35
committee, accompanied by full printed stateRye ...................
59 $ .co
ments of the grounds of •contest, which shall
Pork-Moss ......................14.00 @14.75
LABD .............
..... 08 & .08}* also be made public; and preference in tbe
order of hearing and determiningcontests shall
TOLEDO.
— —
be given by the convention according to the
Wheat-No. 2 Red ............... 1.02 & 1.05
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VERY OLD PEOPLE.

12.25Usl2.50

Solomon Eversull,of Hamilton count

@
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Wheat-No.

- of the reception of snch notices and statements by the National committee. ••
Tho committeethen adjourned to meet in
Chicago, May 31,
,
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INDIANAPOLIS. V

-Conn.,

has just celebrated his 100th birt

Red ............... loo

@1.02

day.
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Robert W. Knight, the oldest citizen
Portland, Me., died on Sunday, aged
years.

EAST LIBERTY,

PA,

.

iii

Hogs .....................
6.25 $ 6.00
BBOiP ............................4.00 & 4.6'i

After living to the age of 99, Mattiu
Arnold, of Colchester, N. Y., committed si
c!de.

THE JONES FAULT.

AVENGER O’DONNELL

LOST IN LAKE SUPERIOR.

SENATE.

U. S.

Air.

A Complete List

of the

mittees.

New Com- A Schooner, with Twenty Souls, He Was Hanged in Newgate
Prison at the Appointed
Goes to the Bottom.
Hour.

Following Is a

now committees as The Disaster Witnessed by Seamen

of the

list

arranged by the United States Senate:

PowFailure of the Efforts for a Postpone-

erless to Send Assistance.

STANDING COMMITTEES.
Privileges and Elections— Messrs. Hoar, Camerpn of Wisconsin, Sherman, Frye, Laphom,
A recent dispatch from Port Arthur says
Bauisbury,Vance, Pugh, and Jonas.
Approprintions
— Messrs. Allison, Logan, the schooner Mary Ann Hulbert which was
Dawes, Plumb, Hale, Beck, Bansom, Cockrell,
being towed to Mlchipicoton by the steamer
and Call.
ForeignRelations— Messrs. Miller of Califor- Kincardine, founderedoff St. Ignaco island
nia, Sherman, Lauham, Edmunds,WUaon, Morin Lake Superior. The Hulbert carried a
’gan, Pendleton,Vance,
and ~
Brown.
Crew of five, in addition to fifteen laborers,

~

-

Vi

^^SfSiaionrLfe^^iffi^^ew^Srk,

whom

ment of the Sentence.
Patrick O’Donnell, the slayer of Janies Ca-

hanged
Newgate prison at 5:02 o’clockon Monday
morning, Dcc^ 17. Despite the boisterous and
rey, the notoriousIrish informer, was
in

squally weather, says a cable dispatch,

a

con-

Jones Haa an Evening at

Home,

Coldwaterhas

i

“Maria,” said Mr. Jones as he sat and
enjoyed an evening at home — because
he had no place else to go-— “it seems to
me that on a suspicious occasion like
this"— and he looked fondly at her —
“as if Heaven and home were anonymous terms.”
“/Sm onomous,” correctedMrs. Jones,
taking several pins and a ball of twine
out of her month and placing a patch
on that part of Willie’s pants where it
would do the most good. “Jephtha,
why don’t you read aloud evenings,instead of keeping All the good things to
yourself?"
“Is reading allowed?” asked Jones,
innocently. “I thought you preferred

twenty physicians,one to

$

every 280 people.

Elmira will have a handle factory and
4'

large saw-mill next season.

The Traverse City Herald will undertake a
Grand Traverse region.

history of tho

A

nNi

‘.a

beaver weighing forty pounds was

shot by an Allegan

man

at

Tustln last week.

A party of Swedes have settled

on Mar-

quette Island to engage in the manufacture
of cord-wood, cedar posts, etc.

.

There wore 114 additions to the First Bapchurch of Kalamazoo during the first
year of Rev. Dr. H. A. Sawtello’s pastorate.

tist

crowd assembled at the prison at 7
Bayard, Voorhees,Beck, McPherson, and HarThe Common Council of Wayne rejected
o’clock
In
the morning, while hundreds of
Kincardine
reports
that
a
terrific
storm
came
ris.
the prayer of tho lady petitioners, requesting
Commerce— Messrs. McMillan, Jones of Ne- on them very suddenly. The steamer's workmen who were passing by tho
vada,
Conger,aFrye,
Miller v*
of New
vsauca*v/uiigvs,
ajv, auativ*
** York,
—
— i Ran—
the small grocery stores and hotel bars closed
officers held on to tho vessel as long as Jail waited to gaze at tho black to talk.7’
som, Coke, Farley, and Vest
“Well, I do.” snapped Mrs. J„ “when on Sundays.
Manufactures— Messrs. Riddloberger,Sabin, they possiblycould, but finally had to fiag. Among tho crowds was O’Donnell’s
Dolpt, Williams, and Colquitt.
cut her loose to save themselves, the vessel
I
have
somebody to talk to, which isn’t
Miss Flora J. Hale, a former Fag naw
Agriculture—Meesra. Miller of New York, being full of water and in n sinking condi- brother, who paced to and tro opposite
tho
flagstaff
In
the
most
dejected
manvery
often."
Blair, Plumb, Vance, Van Wyck, George, Will- tion. A few moments after they parted the
girl, now a missionary to China, writes home
ner, exciting the sympathy of all present.
iams, and Fair.
Til read," exclaimed Jones, hurried a very interesting account of her trip of 100
Hulbert was seen to give a terrible lurch and
"Military Affairs-Messrs.
Loaan, Cameron of go down with all on board. Those on the The hangman's arrangements were perfect
ly reversing the book he held in his
’ennsylvants,Harri-on, Sewell. Hawley, Cockmiles by boat from Tientsin to Foatingfu.
and tho execution occurred without a hitch.
steamer were unable to render anyassistance
ell, Maxey, Hampton and Camden.
O'Donnell was calm and collected, but made hand—* And it came to pass’— “
Naval Affairs— Messrs.Cameron of Pennsyl- or attempt a rescue on account of ttab hurri- no statement on the scaffold.
A Mr. Rogers, of ChippewaLako, enyaged
“Save that for Sunday," interrupted
vania, Anthony, Hale, Mah<me,^illerofCalilor- cane and heavy sea running at the time. The
O’Donnellwas not! tied at 7:80 o’clock te Mrs. Jones. “Read some sweet thing in a playfulscuttle with a stranger tho other
Chicago T.m« says of the disaster:Thelossof
make ready. He was perfectlyresignedand
the schooner Mary Ann Hulbert near St. Ig*
/ .
„
about home, or the friends ; some poe day, and toon after misfed his pcckotbook
Judiciary—Messrs. Edmunds, Logan, Ingalls, naco island, Lake Superior, is now a con- expressed great sorrow for his outburst of
try.
Hove to hear
you read
temper
in tneaocx
anno
conclusion
mniBirmi.
iry. a
near yuu
ivau poetry containing money and papers amounting to
the
dock
at
tho
of
hlstrinl.
McMillan, Hoar, Garland, Bayard, Lamar and firmed fact. The Hulbert was commanded and
over $200. Tho successfulscuffler had disowned by Capt. Martin O'Malley, of Chicago, He said he had felt the greatest animosity Jephtha,” with a sly wink at nobody.
who nnnonrpil
appeared against
^Public Lands— Messrs, Plumb, HU1, Blair, Van
wltnMamtwhn
ntmlnsthim,
0noonrage(lfJoneS, who » UH appeared.
who
had sailed her for many yeari. Capt. for the witnesses
Wyck, Dolpb, Walker, Morgan, Slater and Gibbut all such feelings had now disappeared.
O’Malley was well known to vesselmen here,
Bon.
After communion hsd boon administered, amateur elocutionist and has flred the
The idea that herring are not caught In
Indian Affairs— Messrs. Dawes, Ingalls, Har- and in fact all around the lakes, as he has Binn, the hangman, entered the cell. O'Don- neighborhood with his dramatic read
considerablequantitiesat this season of the
rison, Cameron of Wisconsin, Bowen, Coke, been sailing upward of twenty-five years. nell submitted to the operation of pinioning
ings in times past, till the neighbors
For several seasons past he has engaged
Walker, Slater and
^ _
year meets with a proof to tho contrary in
with a smile and without a murmur. The proPrivate Land Clalma— Messrs. Bayard (chair- almost exclusivelyin the Lake Superior trade,
threatened to fire him, seized a volume
cession then moved toward the scaflold.O'Dontho fact that Supervisor Goodwin, of St. Igman), Edmunds, Manderson, Jouas and Col- sailing between Duluth, Bayfield and Cannell walked with great firmness and without of poetry and, in the voice that made
quitt.
naco township, lifted two nets one day last
adian ports, carrying lumber, supplies and the assistanceof the wardens, who stood close
“Freedom shriek when Kosoiusco fell,”
Pensions—Messrs. Mitchell, Blair,Van Wyck; grain. Capt. O’Malley was about 45 years of
around him. While standing on the drop read aloud that touching poem begin- week and gathered in fifty dozen.
Cullom, Babin, Slater, Jackson, Camden and
age and was unmarried.Ho leaves a mother,
he looked around unconcernedly.Blnns per„
,,
Flush; no Is one of the finest little inland
Postofflcesand Post-Roads-Messrs.Hill, Saw- two sisters and three brothers,one of whom
formed tho remainder of his duty quickly.He
yesterday
received
a
dispatch
from
Port
yer, Mabone, Palmer,WilsomMaxey, Saulsbury,
“Which shall it bo. which shall it be,
allowed a drop of *eight feet. Tho noose was
towns
in tho State, well endowed by nature
Arthur confirming the sad intelligence placed exactly as Marwood used to place it
Groome and
.
I looked at John-Jobu looked at me."
with Immense beds of coal, and fine stone
RevolutionaryClaims— Messrs. Jones of Flor- of his brother’s loss. Tho Hulbert left Binns pulled the lever of the trap precisely as
There was silence which could have quarries, surrounded by one of the finest
ida (Chairman), Garland, Williams, Anthony Bayfield for Port Arthur last Thursday, in
the neighboring church dlocks were striking 8.
been felt with a rolling-pin when Joi^es agricultural sections in Michigan, and only
and
, _
tow of the Canadian steamer Kincardine. She
The
crowd
in
front
of
Newgate
Increased,
Claims— Messrs. Cameron of Wisconsin,How, was loaded with camp supplies, and had on
ceased to read, and wiped the foam- needa a railroad to bring it into prominence.
Pike, Dolph, Manderson, Jackson,George, Gib- board, betides her regular crow of five rapidly, and shortly before 8 o’clock num» .... __ «i*a __ ...
bered
20,000 persons. The streets wore flecks from his pallid lips, and Maria
son and
. _
men, fifteenlaborers who wore bound to closely packed, but the throng observed
Oh that we were a Vanderbilt.—Flint Labor
District of Columbia— Messrs. Ingalls,Aldrich,
was in tears.
Rlddleberger,Pike, Palmer, Harris, Vance, Canadian railway camps. The Kincardine a quiet and orderly demeanor. The Irish
Newt.
and her tow experienced rough weather, but
“I
VI weakened the boys,”
Brown and
element was not conspicuous. As tho
Education and Labor— Messrs. Blair, Ma- held togetheruntil off St. Jgnaee island, when moment for the execution approached, the she said, in a voice that sounded small
There Is considerableexcitement In Union
hone, Miller of New York, Aldrich, Bowen, the officers of the steamer were absolutely crowd swayed up againstthe pi Ison wall, and
' ant a City regarding tho ^pension ^of one of tho
compelled tq let go the Hulbert. That old
George, Call. Pugh and Groome.
thw'“\f
Patcnts-Messrs.Platt, Hoar, Mitchell, Lap- schooner, left to her own resources, made the roadway, which had before been kept
lady teachers of the place and four of her
clear, became blocked. The police, however,
ham, Coke, Call and Camden.
very poor headway, and before the Kincav* moved rapidly through the multitude and
Jones pupils. The lady took tho four pupils to a
“The
children!”
murmured
J
Civil Service and Retrenchment— Messrs. Hawdine could get out of sight of her she went
fixed
billiard saloon to witnessa game us an object
easily clearedthe way. When the black fiag with
»» ALU A 11
14eyes, “the dear, sweet chil- --ley, Dawes. Mitchell, Miller of CaUfornia,Pike,
down, carrying all hands. The Hulbert was
Walker, Williams. Lamar and McPherson.
was hoisted,announcing the tragedy at an dren ! M-M-Maria,do we .’predate these lesson, and the board objected to the proa
very
old
vessel,
and
had
no
rating
on
tho
Territories— Messrs. Harrison,Platt Conger,
end, there was no demonstration, although
Inland Lloyds register. She was under 150
dear ohqms we ought to?"
ceeding. There is a potiUon for reinstateManderson, Butler, Garland and Vest
suppressed excitementmarked many faces.
Railroads—Messrs. Sawyer, Hawley. Sewell, tons burden.
“I do,” said Mrs. Jones, shortly* “I ment. Tho saloon was not a liquor saloon.
O’Donnell's brefther remained to the last, bitSabin, Riddloberger, Cullom, Lamar, Williams,
terly weeping, the center of a sympathizing heat them talking now— whore's my
Jonas. Brown and Kenna.
group.
ContingentExpenses -Messrs. Jones of NevaA Michigan Millionaire.
DUBOIS.
Clouds began to break as tho hour of 8 apda, Platt and Vance.
.
“No,
Maria,"
returned
Jones,
whose
We
often ree going tho rounds of the press
proached, and when the black flag was run
Engrossed Bllls-Messrs. Saulsbury,Call, and
up it was distinctly displayedagainst the ris- soul was melted within him by his ef- figures showing tho wealth of America's rich
' .^Rules— Messrs. Frye, Shorman, Ingalls, Harris, A School-GirlMarries Her Chum and ing sun. The people Immediately dispersed forts in
of elocution," I will go men, but tho name of Dr. David Ward is
and Pendleton.
after the hoistingof the flag.
anid see if the innocent darlings need never among them. His modesty in this ago
Mines and Mlnlng-Messrs. Wilson. Bowen,
Then Her Churn’s Father.
O’Donnell was firm as a rock to the last.
Van Wyck, Jones of Nevada, Hampton,Fair,
Every one was much impressed with his anything.” And he went up stairs softly, of tho world is certainly a curiosity. ?n early
and Camden.
nerve. To his brother, who was with repeating with a Salvini-Rossi-Booth life Mr. Ward saw tho possibilities of wealth
Improvementof MississippiRiver— Messrs.
[Cleveland (0.) Telegram to Chicago Tribune.]
shortly before his exocu- effect
,
Van Wyck, Mitchell, Cullom, Pike, Jonas, Cockthat were locked up In tho Michigan forests,
A well-to-do widower named Smith, living 't:on, he said: “I killed James Carey, the In• rell and Jackson.
“Which
oh all It be, which shall it be?
and invested every dollar he could spare in
former. I am not sorry for killing him, and
Revisionof the Laws— Messrs. Conger, Platt,
ITooked at John-John looked at me." ,
on Bridge street, had a charming daughter, I never have been. Not only that, but all
plnelandi. He now owns 2,200,000,000 foot
Hale, Pendleton, and Kenna.
a
.
The “innocent darling," heard him of standing pine in Michiganand Wisconsin,
Transportation Routes to the Seaboard— Frances, whom he Jealously cared for and London’s wealth would not buy me or induce
Messrs. Aldrich, Cameron of Pennsylvania, sent to a boarding-school in New York me to give any one away.” At parting coming, and, desisting from a pillow
fully three-fifths of it being tho cork variety
Manderson, Palmer,Farley. Slater, and Gibson.
O’Donnol shook his brother’s hand, exclaim-,
State. She formed the acquaintancethere
fight in which they were engaged, they
JOINT COMMITTEES.
and tho remairfdormostly bull-sap. it is said
ipg: “Good-by, old fellow; keep up your
Printing Committee-Messrs. Anthony, Haw- of a girl of her own ago and they became
spirits, and don’t be downcast because of buried their heads ml the sheets and that all told ho does not own 7,000,000 feet of
lev, and Gi
Gorman.
...
were niitantW flqpnd asleep, looking
Library— Messrs. Sherman, Hoar, and > oor- fast friends. Finally the Smith maiden me.”
finished her education, came home, and
The steamshipAssyrian Monarch, which like dimpled Miernlifl, witlyan occasional Norway. Ask any lumberman who is ac^Enrolled BIHe-Messrs. Sowell, Riddleberger, was» Installed as housekeeper for her father. arrived at Gravesendthe day before the exe- snore to assert their relation to the hu- quainted with the Michigan pineries who owns
He would allow her to make no friends,male cution, was seized by' tho London police,
the choice pine of that State, and ho will
and Colquitt.
__
Publio Buildingsand Grounds— Messrs. Ma- 'or female. Some time aao a Jauntly little as it was susjiected that a number of man. Jones wiped the salt tears of
hope, ^MorriU^Caraeronof Wisconsin,Jones of fellow called,who proved to be Frances’ men • were
board who would, love and elocution . from his eyes, and answer, Dr. Ward.
On the headwaters of tho Manisteeho has
school friend in disguise, and the girls deter- if permitted,make an effort to rescue O’ Dqn- bent fondly over them ; then he crept
To Examine Branches of th$^
mined never again to part. The Jaunty boy nell or seek revenge by assailing some of tho
rich possessionsof cork plno. Tho ax, to him,
out and waited a moment in the hall
staid in town, and one day Frances was miss- officialswho prosecuted him. • The detectlves
has been a horror, and although for many
were about to’ search the passengers, but a to listen to their gentle breathing; sud' To Investigate the Condition of the Potomac ing. The father soon received a letter from a
years he has been cnitagod,directly or indiRiver in Front of Washingten-Messre. Ransom, small town in the interior of the State saying number of Americans on board made such denly it ceased.
Vest. Gorman, Conger,Cameron o* Pennsylva- that his daughter was married and wait- sturdy resistancethat they desisted. All the
Then a dreadful suspicion haunted rectly, more or less In tho manufacture of luming for forgiveness. As she was married, and passengers wer<*i held, however, until a
nia, Sabin and UBL-’:
Jones— \bey had been playing ’possum, ber, wo believe he has never lumbereda tract
To Make Provision for Taking the Tenth Cen- to her girl schoolmate, there was nothing O'Donnell'seiequtlo».
of land except when the tiinbfic upon it was
aua— Messrs. HMd,Morri8vBawyer».Wilson, Pen- for the father to do but to forgive.He did
II
the littla wretches; lie Waited.
dleton, Morgan and Fair.
, _ . . so, and brought the-suppoaed man and wife
Effort* for ir Reprieve.
“Is the old man gone?” were the imperiled by fire from the operations of his
EpidemicDlseasea-Messrs.Harris, Garland, home. The husband behaved himself Admiraiiamn+nn UO11-0II Hmvpn and Frve.
On the 12th of liecember Secretary'Froling- words of Cherub No. 1, as soon ns he neighbors.For much of his sap hnd bull sap
bly, and the wife's father was satisfied. Soon
plno ho has been offered $5 per l;000, and
huysen
telegraphed Minister Lowell stating got the sheet out of his mouth.
tho husband’s clothes gave out and patei^
f amlllas desired to renew them. Confession
“Yep," taiiswered Cherub No. 2, "lie from $6 1« $8 per 1,000 for his ebrk- Withthat tho House oi Representatives
had
came, and now the old gentleman has mar- brought the case of O’Donnell tothe.Presi- was a-crying, "Willie. Ain’t he a duffer, out doubt hi# Michigan and Wisconsin pine is
ried the husband of his daughter, and all are
Brown.
worth, at current prices,$15,000,008.This,
dent’s notice in the hope that the latter though ?"
JOINT SELECT COMMITTEES.
living happily together.
might secure a reasonable delay of the exehoweverf by flo means measures tho extent
AdditionalAccommodations for the Library—
‘Til strike him for 5 cents to-morrow
cution of the sentence, and ascertainwhethMessrs. Voorhees,Butler and Dolpb.
of his possessions. He owns valuable hardsee if I don’t!”
er the prisoner was an American citiDRIVE-WELL PATENTS.
“Oh, he’ll be himself again to-morow wood and mining lands, which, we believe,
zen, and whether there was erFORETOLD.
ror
the trial. On the 16th Willie; he’ll stamp around and say, will swell tho above amount to $25,000,000.
Minister Lowell telegraphed to Secretary ‘Get out of my way, little ims,’ just as
Not ope cent of this colossalfortune has
The Grievances of Farmers the Subject Frelinghuyscnthat he had receivedthe dis- he alius does. I don’t take no stock in been obtained in tho wblrpool of destructive
A Very Strange Case Near Balpatch and communicated its substance to
of Legislation by Congress.
speculation. Tho possessor of It has been
Lord Granville, who acknowledged the re- him, I don’t.”
timore.
ceipt, and stated it woultf be referred to the
“Let’s play we was pa," suggested cont n»t to wait year after year and work as
proper authorities. On the 15th Lowell re- Willie. “Where’s them boys? I’ll steuili.yas the mechanic does who earns his
[Washington Telegram.]
ceived Lord Granville’sreply, in which the
[BaltimoreDispatch.]
tan daily bread. To-day ho is as fun-lovingos a
• The farmers of the country who have had latter, after referringto Lowell’s communi- teach them to touch my paper !
At the services attending the funeral of
their
hides
for
’em
!
show
’em
who’s
cation;
stated
that,
counsel
for
O’Donnell
havboy and nearly as spry as one.— Norlhuestem
to pay damages for Infringementon the
Christopher C. Brooks at Mount Olivet Cem*
ing submitted representations,ho thought it master in this house!”
Lumberman.
drive-wellpatents,and all who have ever had advisable, on thq prisoner’s behalf, that these
tery, near this city, the Rev. C. E. Felton told
When Jones got back to the sittinga well driven,will be interested in knowing representationsand all other circumstances
Health in Michigan.
how the young man had foretold his own
room his face was red— very red— and
that no less than ten or twelve bills have al- of the case had been carefullyexaminedand
death, and tho pastor of tho Mount
considered in the manner usual in the case of his eyes wore a vengeful glare. Mrs.
Reports to the State Board of Health, Lansing,
ready been introduced In Congressto cover
capital convictions,and her Majesty’s Gov- Jones looked up at him as he stalked by observers of diseases in differentparte of the
Vernon MethodistChurch, In commenting
on it, said it was one of tho exceptional their grievances, if they have any, and ernment found no grounds upon which he in, and asked innocently;
BUte, show the principal diseases which caused
phenomenal cases which point a newer .to guard them against loss in the future Justified advising the Crown to Interfere with
most sickness In Michigan, during the week
from
suits
for
damage.
Hepresontative
“
‘Switch
shall
it
be,
s’ witch shall it
the
sentence
of
the
law
or
its
execution.
and higher philosophy. Young Brooks was
ending Dec. 8, 1883, as follows-number
of ob17 years old, and died In Brooklyn, N. Y'., Morey, of Ohio, is one of the many
be?"
last Wednesday. He belonged to a prom- authors of these bills, and he says there is a
Interview with Gen. Pryor.
“Both!”
shouted
the enraged parent. servers heard from, 41:
inent family here. His mother, who bad general determinationamong the members
Gen. Roger A. Pryor, who wascent to Eng- “Of all the unruly brats I ever saw, I
been traveling in Europe, was summoned from Michigan, Indiana, Ohio and Illinois,
home by cablegram announcingher son’s ill- and some other States whose farmers are in- land to assist in the defense of O’Donnell,1 do think, Maria, our are the worst. Ill
ness. On her return she found him able to terested largely, to have a bill passed at once was interviewed on his return to New York. lather them both to-morrow.”
Diseases In Order of Greatest
go about, and his physicianshad no fears as that will stop extortions from innocent pur- Ho did not see O’Donnell after his conviction,
Area of Prcvalenco.
chasers
of
the
diamond-points
to driven wells.
to his perfect recovery.The youth stated,
Leisurely Behind the Age.
but received a message from him, in which
The
bill
which
he
has
introduced
provides
however, that a former teacher and friend of
the condemnedman expressed gratitude
i
si!?
his, a Mr. Hall, who died about five months that if any person buys a patented article in
The languid gracefulness of the
to tho Irish-Amerlcans for what they had
ago, had appeared to him in a vis- tho open market from a regular dealer, for done for him. “How did O'Donnell women of Baltimore, which is due to 1 Rhenmatism .............
71
his
own
use,
it
shall
be
sufficient
defense,
In
10
ion and told him he would die of
bear himself during the trial?” Gen. Prior the enervating climate, and a multitude 2 Intermittentlever .......
M
3 Nouraliria....... .........
heart trouble Wednesday,Dec. 5, at 3 o’clock any suit brought by the patentea, to show
was
asked.’
“Like
a
hero.
He
was
intrepid,
of servantsand the half torpid sleepy 4 Influenza. ...... ......... 40
p. m. Young Brooks had never had any that it was bought in good faith, and the
decorous
and
dignified.
He
was
perfectly
40
5 TonHilltiM.................
trouble with his heart, and his friends to patentee must look to the dealer for damages
social throughout. Nobody ten feet away quiet of the city, the result of the same
40
o Bronchitis ................
whom be made the statement were for infringement.
40
heard the Clerk ask why sentence should not cause, has an indescribablecharm for
7 Consumption of Inngf...
in no way concerned about it. Dr.
U
8 Remittent fever .........
bo pronounoed. O'Donnell certainly did not. tho worried and hurried Northerner.
Maw, bis physician, laughed at it,
:«
9 ) m umonia ...............
I did not hear him, nor did Mr. 8ullivan. If
FIRST DEATH OF THE SESSION.
The - people there are firm believers in lo*DiorrhMi ..................
and said
was certain on the
27
Mr. Lowell had gone to Mr.Gladstone a respite
24
contrary that he would get well. Tho young
11 Inflammation of kumeys.;
could have been gotten instantly. O’Donnell the maxim laid down by Emerson that
taan was, however, thoroughlyimpressed
1-j W hooping cough. ........
22
did not ask for a respite. He craved no favor all haste is vulgar. They move about
13 Erysipelas ...... ......... 22
with the belief that ho would die at the llmo Congressman Haskell, of Kansas, Falls Into
of the British Crdwn.”
leisurely and quietly, and speak with a 14 Scarlet fever .............
20
indicated. A few days before that Wine fjie
the Sleep That Knows No "Waking.
sent flowers to some friends with a note sayslow sort of drawl,’ which to a nervous M MCSAlei .................. W
16 Typho-malarial lever....; 15
IndignantFlnerty.
ing: “ I shall never again bo able to express
person is almost exasperating, but 17 Tyj hold fe\ er (enteric)
15
Hon. John F. Finerty,the fiery, untamed
my appreciationof your kindness.-” -Ha-aeThe reaper of Death has begun work among Irishman, who represents tho Bridgeport which is the heigbth of southern cul- 18 Diphtheria. ......... „...»[ 1-5
eompanloda lady friend to an entertainment
^Inflammation of bowels.. 15
ture. Their open-handed disposition is 20' Dysentery ................
the afternoon of Dcc.*4, spout tho evening, in the Congressmen eariy-in the session; -Hon.
district of Chicagfe ta Congress.-decjared
in an
her company, and received a promise that if Dudley C. Haskell,of Kansas, hr.tfaO flrtt vicproverbial, and in no part of America 21 Puerperal lever.......-...!7
interview at Washingtonthat tho hanging of
22.lntUuumat.onolbta.u...!
5
hp wrote ‘for her thq jnextjaffcrpooijsho
is their politenes# and courtesy exceedwould come to say-good-by. His physician tim. Ills illness was of longstanding, and Is O’Donnellwas an insult to tho American
ed. They
of the enFor the week ending Dec. 8, 1883. the reports
---- j speak
~r — - admiringly
told the brother and mother of the youth said to have been caused by overwork people; that England had often tweaked our
indicate that j- mlttenjfever, rheumatismami
National nose, but that wo never took offense, ergy
of the northern ladies, intlu'.-iu* increased. and that bronchitis, erysipthat ho would divert hfyralnd frota thesuD- at the lastf session, in connection with
ject jby physical means, and Tuesday night the debater Up6n the tariff question, and that the start kid fctrfpei w protect- but Ravi
amm’ (tion
______________
_______ elas and diphtheria decreasedin area of prevato emulate them.
t and lead
puts ‘fly-Bl
lence.
They
<tonot
min^lH.iagjQld^^abUo
itc an
rited the
mon ing
apsort
of
handkerchief
by
European
nations.
includes
the
unui lalL^^-v
'followingsfcSJwitlff^ comiwcu
~~ — .
UVUIBIIUCOwas
WBOjSOVU
bile
pearinces
good W1.
for — — — *» —
lerson, Bourbon.Chero- As a nation of shopkeepers, hesaid, we
takirig lunch >vitlttlie‘ HmUy as qsual at
' , Johnson, not declare war. as that would hurt commorFranklin,
o’clofck he complainedof feeling faint, an
Labette, Linp, Miami, Montgomery,Neosho, oial interests, and commercial interests must
askef to be assisted to his room: After rest- Wilson and Wyandotte. His hbmO is at
ing ib the bed a few moments be wrote to the Ijurrence.
Ho was born at l Spring-' tion’s honor. Hedeaired an efficient navy, A strangerin the city asked of a native
young- lady, and in about twenty minutes she
1 & and demanded American representation ta BaltimoreoQthe differencein time bcMarch 2;
arrived. Ho died In the presence of the fam- classical
London-not by that “Duke of Dudes and tween New^YoFk' and Baltimore,
adopted Scotchman,”James Russell LowelL
ily a 8:10 o’clock of paralysis of the heart.
and took a special course at
His physician and his mother arrived but two lege; engaged in mercantile
'» «
It iU._V.-_ ALLiM* ’»t)
or thfree moments later, and were shocked to moved to
to Kansas in 1855; was a
all
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CeittsTMAS is

HOLLAND CITY NEWS.
WELUAlf

H»

coming and the

BOOEBSt Editor*

in

town. He

has taken headquarterswith

Ckvroh lUm^ with the

In the

JDr-ULgrs

Picture Books, Harmonicas, Paint Boxes,

Senrioea for

A. B. C. Blocks, Desks

and Work

-

„

We

and

are agents for the

Holland, Mich.,

john pessink.

Congregational siogiug led by the chorus
A new lot of fresh crackers just rechoir. Anthems morning and evening. ceived. Try them. Also crackers In 8
All are welcome.
pound boxes we are making a specialty
Third Reformed Church— Rev. I). of. Don’t fall to call at

Sherwln Williams Prepared Pslnts.

1883.

KREMERS

Oct. 10th,

SCROFULA
las,

m.

First Church, Rev. E. Bos, Pastor.—
Services at 9 a.m., and 1:30 p. m. Sunday school at 3:15. Missionary sermon at
7. Wednesday evening, explication of
the Bible, - at 7. Subject: Morning,
“Beneficial fruits of the resurrection of
Christ." Afternoon, "Confession of sins a
difficult and needful but blessed work."

rn

A

KERRY

CHRISTMAS

Succesfor? to W. C.

!
Arc now

FOR

dolnj?

MELIS.

buninew at the rid stand, opposite

Gift Books,
Wc

have a large and very fine assortment of

Albums,
Bibles,

condition.AYUk'a Sauhai-auii.i.a ha*
forty years Iwen revo^nized by eminent inedlciilauthorities as the most potterin' hloOtl puriller in existemv. it fr.es
ili* s* Mem from all foul humors, enriches
mid sireiigiheus the blood,removes ail tuev*
oi uitffcurialtreatment, and proves Itself.,i
c'lfj.ietemaster of all scrolulousiUsenses.

Office Steves,

and

the latest and heel designs.

of

Sane
full and

completestock of

FARMING IMPLEMENTS

-ARE-

CLOSING OUT COPPER, TIN, AND IRONWARE,
—dll their—

PAINTS, OILS,

WHITE LEAD,

WINTER GOODS CARPENTERS’ TOOLS,

SASlt

T7“ All persona interestedare Invited
to oull on Mrs. O’ltrinn;also upon the
R«-v. Z. r. Wilds of IK Eiist Mill Street.
New York City, who will take pleasure
In testiryiujr to the wonderfulefllesiryof
Ayer's HurMiparilla,not only In the cure
of this lady, but in his own <***• and

H

I ||

1

1

AND

and

each universal approbationin Us own city,
state

all other

itself

and country, and among all people,

At Prices that

will

1864.

48-

The mil-known niter

oh the

stimulatesami regubtes the action of the
digestiveami assimilative nrgat.f, renews
ami strengthensthe vital forces. amt speedily
cures llheuinatisnt,
Neuralgia, Khetima*
Mr Gout. Catarrh, General DeldM*'-.rnd
all diseasi* arising from an In
#or

pm

fail

G. J.

VAN

DURE5, W. VAN DER

greilt

SPECTACLES
—and a—

FULL LINE OF GOLD PENS,
All the

Goods are warranted
represented.

to be just as

Come and examine our slock. N

£

trouble to show Goods.
48-1

v

Rend six cents for postage,
and receivt free, a costly box
of goods which will help yon
to more money right awiv

A PRIZE.

C. Ayer & Co., Lowell,

.

1882.

1,

%edi

PRRI'AIIEDHY
J

BREYMAN.

O.

Holland, Mich., Jan.

Matt.

Sold by ali Draggists; prsee ft, six bottles

Knitting Yarns.

also keep on band a large assortmentof

ak-

for Va.

German

I

power over d.sease.

VEERS.

line of-*-

offered to the public.

ever displayed in this City.

cine, on accountof its concentrated
strength,

Dr.
-A

tnd Iron, ever

a

tnconi|>urab!ytbccheapenlblood

It is

bination of vegetable blood purifiers, with
the Iodide of Potassium

DIAMOND RINGS

/lotionH-rvh1,

“ Having suffered sere-elv for some «ear*
with Kc/ema, ami having falli-d to ttnd leHof
fronudker remedies. I have made tute. during
toe |*A‘T three months, of A Ytrn'a MakMI*aKtl.LA, which has effected a roMjthtr cure.
I coi aider it a magniilcenlremedy lor all
blood diseases."

tf

Astonish

you all

The largestassortment of

ssl:

and

as Ayer's Sarsaparilla.It U the best com-

sonable Prtce*.

eued vitality.

VAN OORT. WITVL1BT. A BKEUWKB8.
Holla so. Mich., Nov. 81.

Gold and Silver Watches at Rea-

Ayer’s Sarsaparilla

We promise prompt and gentlemanlytreatment
and good bargaina, to all who trade wiih ns.

Winter Goods

SilTinm, fliWiart, ui fuej Suit

R. \V. 11^ u., of HiKketUr, A'.//., wilt*, dime

corrupted condition oi the blood,

No other medicine has won for

DIAMONDS,

ninny others within his knowledge.

I

GIVE US A CALL.

BLANKETS,

Walsh.

Jewelry, Watches,

my

offensive matter. Every remedy 1 trod
failed, until I used Aykk'h bAnsarAkii.i.a.
of \rh .til I bare now taken throe bottles,
with the rcsn.l that the fores are healed,
and my general health griiU.y improved.
I fe
fed
d nry
\ery uratofni
uiatefni for the gi«od your
medic no has done me.
Vimrs respectfully,Mns Ann O'Unu.v."
ll> Su.iivau St., New York, June 'A, 18W.

UNDERWEAR,

Sores, Cancers. Piles, Chilblains, Corns,
Tetter, Chapped Hands, and all skin eruptions, guaranteedto cure in every instance,
or money refunded. 36 cents per box. A
positivecure for piles. For sale by H.

•Dealer in-

.'voiupmonths ago I was troubled with
uu-' sores (ulcers) on
;e^s. The
limbs were badly swol en and iiiflaimd.ami
iho sores i.ischar^wt largo ^uantiiies of

Oookfng Steves

Post.
At

Otto Breyman

owr

somIu

HOLIDAY PRESENTS.
OO TO

Van Fatten

AGENTS

•'

A.TSri>

XX. ID.

wanted for The Lives of all the
Presidents of the U. 8. The
largest, handsomest best book
ever sold for less than twice our
price. The fastestselling book In America. Immense profits to agents. All Intelligent people
want It. Any one can become a successful agent.
Terms free. Hallet Book Ce., Portland, Malm-.

.' Itocvnt Cure of Hcrofiiloits Son s.

Pallet Heal Steves,

GLASS, ETC., ETC., ETC.
Suokta'i Arnica Salve.
The greatest medical wonder of the
world. Warranted to speedily cure Burns,
Bruises, Cuts, Ulcers, Salt' Rheum, Fever

lUngworm, TuEruption*

16-ly.

tural

the poet office.

A

Mr. Wm. Johnson, of Huron, Dak.,
writes that his wife had been troubled
with acute Bronchitis for many years, and
that all remediestried gave no permanent
relief, until he procured a bottle of Dr.
Kiog.’s New Discovery tor Consumption,
Coughs and Colds, which has a magical
effect, and produced a permanent cure. It
te guaranteed to cure all Diseases of
Throat, Lungs, or Bronchia! Tubes. Trial
Bottles Free at H. Walsh’s Drug Store.
Large Size $1.00.

UliHclie*,

A BANGS.

ont, Carbuncles, Boils, Hud

*or

6.

Startling Disc ovary.

Eczema,

of tin1 Skin, nre the d.rect rou.l of an
impure state of the blood.
To mne those d.wuhes the blood must be
purliititl,and restored to n healthyand uu-

Holland Christian Ref. Church— Rev.
J. A. De Bruyn, Pastor. Servicesat 9:30
a. m., 2 and 7:30 p. m.
Methodist Episcopal Church— Rev. T. T.
George, Pastor. Services at 10 ^0 a. m.,
and 7:30 p.m. Sunday school at 12 m.
Prayer meeting, Thursday evening at 7:80.
Text: Morning, Micah 5: 2. Evening,
“The mistakes of Moses.” All the seats
are fiec.

scrofuIouH d'seaKcs,Horen, Kry*ipp.

Mini all

BAKERY.

CITY

the State.

BRUSHES, PAINTS. OILS. AND VARNISHES.

city. We are able to sell cheaper
than our neighbors. Special prices given
to (hose who intend baying presents for
large parties, or Sabbath Schools.

,

-

also carry a tall stock of

Evening, “The glory of redemption.”

Broek, Pastor. Services at 9:30, a. m
and 2 p.
Sunday School at 8:4o.
Prayer meeting, Thursday evening at 7:80.
Subjects: Morning, “God manifest in
the flesh.” Afternoon, "The Wise men
from the East.”

as

Bring your Physician’sPrescriptionsto us if you wish to have them prepared
promptly and carefully and at moderate prices.

in the

Subjects: Morning, "The birth of Christ”:

-at

Low Prices as any Dealer in

Subject! tor Sunday— Cbriatmaa-Sermons. Fancy Cups aud Saucers, Shell Work, real
Mom log, “Jesus Christ the source of true beauties.Come Id and look at our goods.
joy. Afternoon, 11 The angels'snog in the It will pay you to purchaseof us, as we
fields of Bethlehem.”No bible-lecture keep the largestand most complete stock

Hope Reformed Church— Services at
10:80 a. m., and 7:30 p.m. Preaching by
the Pastor, Rev. Thomas Walaer Jones.

you may -wish in

ZkAecLioirkes.

and

Boxes,

Fir»t Reformed Church, Re?. N. M. Smoking Sets, Italianand Japanese Work,
Steifens,Paator. Services at 0:30 a. in., very fine, Toilet Sets, Vacep of different
and 3 p. m. Sunday School 8:30. Weekly Colors, Chimes, Tin Horses and Wagons,
prayer meeting with the Third Reformed
Ware and China Dolls, Doll Heads, and
Church, on Thuradav, at 7:80, and Bible
Doll
Bodies, so immense lot of them,
Exposition on Wednesday 7:80 p. m.

on Wednesday.

article

the line of

kinds of Toys, Albums,

city, all

BAUO-S,

to

EIGHTH STREET,
Opposite Van Raaitc’sshoe store, will tarnish you with any

Pessink again, the best and cheapest place

Saiurday, December 22, 188o.

KH^El^EBRS

HARDWARE!

old

Gentleman Santa Claus has already been

V.

than anything else in this world All. of either
sex, succeed from first boar. The broad road u>
fortune opens before the workers, absolutely »ure.
At once address.Taox k Co., AugnsU, Msins.

City Meal Market,

YOU CANNOT

gUMHiotial j&Kai.

DO BETTER THAN CALL AT

A fresh stock or

To Builders and Contractors of

Water Works*

Sealed proposals will be received by the
Council of the City of Holland,
Michigan, until the29ihdnyof January,
1884, at 12 o’clock noon, for the putting
in of a system of Water Works in and lor
the City of Holland,Michigan, to include
tbe>following material, be the same more
or less: 1,760 teet of 8 inch pipe, 5.610
feel of 6 inch pipe, 15,150 feet of 4 inch
pipe, special castings, 30 hydrants with
frost proof jackets, one 8-inch gate, nine
6 inch gates, seventeen 4 inch gules, gate
boxes; also bcdlersand pumping machinery capable ot pumping one and one-half
million gallons per 24 hours, and the laying of mains and doing ail other work,
according to plans and specifications
which can he seen at the City Clerk’s office on and atter the 5th day of January,
1884.
Proposals to be addressed to the City
Clerk of the City of Holland,Michigan,

i

es m

DUBEN ICO.,

Prop’s

E.

G.

VAN PUTTEN & SONS

Holland, Mich., Dec.

12, 1888.

-for

Having latelyrc opened the “City Meat Market’
In the First Ward, we kindly Invite the cltlsens
of this city to girt* us a “call.’’

We

Happy Hew Year.

intend to keep our market supplied with the

best and choicest meals that can be procured.

all

at

the

CLOTHING STORE

You

of

»ill

alwaye find « weil nelecnyl Lstockj of
I.:u11ch

We make

For Holiday Presents,

USTIEW

J.

YEAR;

this

year I will

hi

Slippers.
{Hid Christmas Cards,
-GO TO

the Laid pur

chased of us. is perfectly pure and of

—

G. J.

Holland. Mich.. Feb.

H. P. Fost.

A lakgk assortment ot smoking setts.
A nice variety of geouine meerschaum
pipes, cigar ca4es, cheap and high priced
ones. Cigars sold by the box or thousand,

Sewing Machines,

fine

VAN DUBEN

15.

quality.

A CO.

1888.

at

V-

greatly

Repairing neatly and promptly
done.

REDOCED PRICES!

H.WYK UYSEN

giving an extra dlucount to all

wm.

-dealer In-

CALL AND SEE US

-Dealer in-J-

NO.
IS

J.

BOSMAN.

1888.

E.HKROLD.
Holland. Mich.. April

White,

mild winter so far, but
for allof That ymt need underwear, and

ramsurou

LIVEi

Secure Healthy

Jewelry and Clocks.

to the Li vac

d relieve aUbU-

I also keep

on band a

tmHrr

full line of

Spectacles! 1883.
My

atock of

-^SILVERWARE
is

unsurpassedin

Tailor

Gene

la mmA see

mj Stock. Watekee

JE3R/X'

Infants' Cloaks and Clothinga Specialty.

•NINTH STBKKT, OPPOSITX FIUST CaUKCB.

Csr. of Eleventhand Kltnr streets,

IMy

MULLIN'

18&4:.

Cloaking, Fur Trimming. Circulars, Ulsters, Dolmant, Jackets.

WANTED
UiO.T. McGLURB.

WINTER.

POMPONS, BIKDS’ WINGS, ORNAMENTS. LACES, NECK' WEAR, VELVET. SATIN, MOURNING
GOODS, CRAPE.

& Fallow,

is

FALL AND

BONNETS, HATS* FKATHER8.

Particular Mention if called to the fact
that ail ray good* are first-class and are
sold at low prices.

ona-AJxr

fml! TifilihU; SiflMyMg.MmKa AilSnigiski.

CLOAKINGS AND FANCY GOODS,

this city.

_

Eatey, Chase,

1888.

PSHrSHM

very

*-Andthe-

A.

tid-Sm.

Silverware, Platedware,

&

45-2w

W.

WheelerA Wilson, Singer,

WeW,

and Hoods. We have a large stock and
are determined to sell.
G. VAN PUT TEN & SONS

EIGHTH STREET.

Ladies' and Gents' Lockets,

and

we are closiog out all our winter goods at
(really reduced prices. Don't fail to call
and obtain some good bargains in Blankets

46,

TEE TIME FOR GOOD BARGAINS.

Holland, Mich., Oct. 10.

John pessink’s.

inform the people of Holland
the
and vicinitv that I am, with enlarged facilities,making first-class photographs,at King of all Sewing Machines and the best In
very reasonable figures I am also enabled the world.
to copy and enlarge pifctureato any size
desired and will guarantee satisfaction.
1 have a large and elegant stock of Pic
Also agent for
tore Frames, Mata, Albums, and a nice assortment of velvet covered cabinet and
Fi&cher, Decker ifc Son,
panel frames, which I will sell at very low
figures. Give me a call and see my stock
Pease, Krannach
Bach,
before making your Holiday presents.
A. M. BURGESS.
Holland. Mich., Dec. 20, *88. 45-2 w.
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Solid Gold and Plated Chains.

I desire to
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and
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This

and GeiidumcnH

W. B0SMAN. Fine Shoes, Boots,

On account of the poor crops

and can assnre our patrons that

GEO. I. McCLURE.

PHOTOGRAPHS.

your-

BOOTS & SHOES

GOOD NEWS!
for

endorsed “Proposals for Water Works."
The Common Council reserves the
right to reject any and all bids.
W. H. BEACH, Majfur.
Gko H. Siit, City Clerk.

at
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always on hand.
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a legal ten-

Look out

der in this city.

Born:— To Mr. and Mrs. C. PercyJ

can or in the bulk at

Pessiuk’s (or Christmas.

People should not pass by our wellgoods stores— but step in

for the swindlers sellingthe

fall

Japanese hull-less oats (or seed.

term of our public school

Pat your taxes.

dosed yesterday.

the

month

in

You

which

to

have the

save

going on in the stock of

Is

filled holiday

and secure presentsfor the

The

Genuine Cyclone

Dec. 19, a son.

Dry Goods & Groceries,

little ones.

rest of

the store of

at

Mr. and Mrs. Jas. Sherwin, of Grand

a percentage.

Haven, were in the city this week, the

Our batchelorfriends are preparingfor

CAUTION

All

the physiciansof this city have guests of Mrs. Sherwin’s father, Senator
complied with the law and registered with John Boost

leap year with all its possibilities.

county clerk Turner.

The Chicago and West Mich. R’y now
have

their

We

telegraphline through to Bald-

win.

understand that the people of Zee-

a wedding the holidays in

land are greatly agitated over

We

_

ter.

a little

Our

baby daitgh
rected time card of the Chicago and West opening overture,a clarionet solo, and a
cornet solo, in the first part of the proA recent promotion of one of our lich. R’y on our first page.
ram at the "St. John’s Day" party next
local railroad men enables the "boys*’ to
Tramps are numerous. Almost every hursday evening.
say "conductor HI Brink."
igbt our Marshal has from one to five of
Through the kindness of the chorister,
We are glad to learn that Train Des- those individuals in the "lock-up."
Mr, J. M. Doesburg,of Hope Reformed
pateber Churchill,

who

has been quite

ill

lom

.during the past week, is able to be on dutvV

f watch to
( record in

again.

Farmers

The

products mostly in our city.

can

boot

and shoe mer-

Chant— "Venite."
Christmas Anthem— "Sing

chants are delighted with the cold weather

the young ladies going' to keep

pleased to have

"open house" New Years? Those who
toxpect to do so should hand in their
names and we will publish the list next

An

it

continue.

man who

editor is a

book

memorandum

and his wealth in
; somebody else’s pocket,
in his coat pocket,

Vol.— "The Nun’s

Organ

luvian period.

sirable for Christmas presents. See his

Cards have been

sent out

announcing

vertisement in another column.

be

We

united in marriage to

will be preached.

custom

were Shep-

At about one o’clock last Monday

a

Sunday

of the

*’

o’clock. It

a

Christmas service

School, beginning at 7:30

Bible exer-

will consist of a

short addressesand singing by the

cise

school and choir.

A pleasant time

weaker than

List of letters remaining in the Post
Office at Holland,Mich., Dec. 20. 1883:
E. J. Black, H.

W. Burdick

&

Co., Mre;

Orisa Kierstead,Daniel Norton, George
is ex-

pected. All are invited.

Our

to help those that are

to the

ps and Wra. Furlong

•

to

We

,tbem.

see

buying of

WYNHOFF.

B.

them to buy only

14,

1888.

and

am.

the regular dealers,

thus

make

o

sure of get-

ting the genuine arti-

which we

cle,

will

who

ALSH, DE .ROO &

CO..

which they have Just received,snd which will be

olland, Dec.

’83.

Onr stock of

21,

sold at very low prices.

DRY GOODS

$112.50, his half of the purchase price,

and Furlong paid $25, agreeing

to

pay the

remainder the next day, after the

have a large and very floe stock of

Toys,
Smokers’ Sets, '
and Fancy Article!.

market.

Yours Resp’y,

he agreed

Holiday Uooda go to

BOOT & KRAMER

war-

rant to be the best in
[the

m

For bargains

take it. That night McPhiilipa paid

lease,

!has just been replenished with a flue line of

had beeb transferred.This
was not done, and the matter dragged
along until Monday, when all the parlies
met in John A. Fait field’s office. There
license, etc.,

Rowland, Albert btacey.

Wm. Verbeek, P. M.

boys seem to forget that they are

Our photographerBurgess has so adverforbiddenby ordinance to jump on mov- tisement in this issue which the reader
were present in the office Mr. Fairfield,a
ing aleigbs in the city limits. The past
will do well to heed. He is taking good Mr. Brown, McPhilllps,and Timmer.
week of sleighing has been the means of pictures at reasonable prices, and has also
'McPbillips declared that the whole scheme
many of the youngsters Indulgingin this a stock of elegant picture frames, mats,
was a plot to defraud him of his money
dangerous practice. Our marshal says albums, etc., which will make excellent
and demanded that it be returnedto him.
that hereafter the ordinance will be enChristmas presents. Cell and see him.
Timmer said that he bad not so much
forced to the beet of hie ability and that
money with him, and McPhiilipapolled a
It seems as though some one has been
the boys want to go • little slow or they
ivolver and said he would kill him if the
collecting empty paper flour sacks that
will get Into trouble.
ney was not returned. At this time
had been used for the "Daisy" brand of
Tknmer had his pocketbook in hia hand
Last Saturday John Myers, a hard- flour of the StandardRoller Mills, and fillcounting over some money. McPhilllps
working German, who had just boon paid ing them with flour of an inferiorquality,
to his feet when be drew the revolver
for a month's work, stopped at John peddles the same as coming from the
bu| Mr. Fairfieldstepped in front of him
Honker’s saloon in Grapd Hhven, to en- Standard Roller Mills. To warn all
sol that he could not use it. He then
quire bis way to the depot. Donker against this imposition,Messrs. Walsh,
sapped toward a window and passed
locked the door and knocked Meyers De Roo & (Jo., have an advertisementin
bind a table, still keeping the weadowo aud pounded his face aimost to a this issue which we advise all to read.
pon pointed at Timmer. At the north-

Dress Goods, Flannels,
which we

^

sell

Etc., Etc.

at greatly reduced prices.

Q-R/O CIEQH/IIDS
KANTERS S SONS

We keen a
ar.d

^

jelly,

delivered free of charge)

Holland, Juno

made Timmer an

ourselves aud to assist the aged and infiim.. offer of |325 for the place

Monday

In Hope Reformed Church next

evening there will be

week

refer our readers this

throngh

These lamps are a great imp rovement on all other lamps
loth as to quantity of oil
usecTahd the amount of lighf
which they give! Call and

such peddlers and urge
There

who is well known in this city, was sb
MissC. Don Herder, daughter of Mr. J.
Ivertlsement in regard to the Common in Grand Rapid* by F. jP. McFhllli
Den Herder, merchant and banker, on
luacll receiving proposals by sealed bids formerly of Diamond Lake. The shoo
next Tuesday, Christmas.
for laying and fnrniihing pipes, hydrants, ins took place in the law office of John
etc., for our system of water works, for Fairfield, and the circumstances which1
Next Sundsy in Hope Reformed
led to it are substantially as follows:
the city of Holland.
Church the singing by the chorus choir
bout teu days ago Mr. Timmer went to
will be of a speciallyattractivecharacter.
In the last issue of Ik Hollander
ind Rapids and opened negotiations for
Suitable Christmasselections will be ren- sme penon says we attemptedto injure the
purchase of a saloon at No. 52 Sumdered at both ^norning and evening ser- business of that paper. We hope we have
It street, finally purchasingthe place for
vices. Sermons adapted to both occasions not done anything of the kind. It is our
$^25. On last week Wednesday McPhUlaqd school, will

ped-

the City, thus defraud-

ternoon Gerrit Timraer, of North Hollan

that Mr. A. Lahuis, principalof the Zee-

Needle Gas Lamp.

Vol., "Song without

H. D. Post has a nice assortment of wards."
Gift
Books, Albums, Bibles, Christmas
Christmas Anthem—
the antideand New Year cards, which are very de- herds."

fosil of

for the celebrated

sacks with

lic against
Organ

agency in this city

I have the

desire to warn the pub- Good*

HymnHymn—
Offertory—

Daisy"

and then

and complete line of

always on hand.

brand on them, and
filling such

fall

OROOKERY

flour

ing the public.

our specimens of antiquity. His ideas

are as antiquatedas a

11

White Goods,

in endless variety.
A

Lord."

to the

Te Deum— "We praise thee."
Evening service—
Chant— "Gloria in Excelcis."
Ouartette—"Rock of Ages."

scissorsin bis vest pocket, a lead pencil in

week.

to

sacks with our

dling that flour

Offertory—
Prayer.

carries a pair of

his breast pocket, and a

We shall endeavor to secure one of our
contemporariesas an additional attraction

empty paper

flour,

HymnHymn—

and snow of the past week, and would be

Are

certain unscrupulous
parties are buying

Morning service—
Our clothing and

Skirts, Hosiery,

that Eta,

au inferior quality of

by the chorus choir, ns follows:

reason

get better prices

neighboring towns.

In our

enabled to give our readers

are

the person making the best a program of the music for Christmas
fifteen ball pools, on Christmas Sunday, to morrow/ which will be sung

of Salem are marketing .theiin *£ve.

of this is that they

than

offers

to present a good silver Church we

Dress Goods, Table Linens,

has come to

it

bur knowledge

Squires’Orchestra has promised an

readers will please notice our cor-

As

this city visitingtheir

parents Air. and Mrs. P. J. Doyle.

that otyght to take place.

understand that Capt. F. R. Brower

was recently the happy recipient of

Mrs. Anna Kirkwood, accompanied
by her sister Miss Rosa will spend

WYNHOFF

B.

!

.

full line of Groceriesand Provisions
dcllve
rer all orders for same free of charge.

GIVE US A

CAUL

DEALERS] IK

KEYSTONE

STOVES,
HlRDWARE.

PLANING MILL!

f

DRESSING.

)

MATCHING,

and RE-SAWING
DONE OK SHORT NOTICE.

ETC,

and then picked his pockets of forty-

him out. Sheriff
Vaupell and Marshal Woltman immedi-

three dollars and threw

The

weather,

much

to

the

delight of

west corner of the table he was within five

DBESSINO BT CAR LOAD

Timmer, but Mr. Fairfieldwas still
between
them. McPhilllpsran back and
valetudinarian, has at last become wintry.
ately arrested Donker.
Timmer
started for the door, saying that,
Snow covers the ground, and everywhere
Ip it is the little things that contribute is beard the merry jingle of the sleigh he would go and get the rest of the
most to the sum of bum&fi happiness, as bells, recalling real, old-fashionedwinter money. As he reached the door McPhilsome sage has remarked, how much our far away from the busy town, when we lips came back to near the point from
Christmas joys must be enhanced by the were all children, and happy and merry, whicli he had started and fired, saying ns
toys and trifles that now ornament our and returning Christmas meant only fun he did so: "G— d— you, we’ll settle
aifop windows. And among these whal is
aud jollity— bills being things we never now!" All the time he stood between
there more beautiful than the Christmas dreamed of. We hope that sbme of our them Mr. Fairfieldwas trying to pacify
cards, and what custom more in keeping delinquents will “pay up" and enable us McPhilllps by saying that the money
every one save the hypochondriac and the

with the spirit of this Christmas holiday to pay our hills and thus help to make
a beauthis Christmasagain a happy one for us.
tifully wrought forms on paper and satin.

than the exchange of sentiments in

feet of

would he paid and the whole thing
Mr. Timmer did not

ta

call the attention of all to the

Aiwa,, on Hand.

Mm

Promptlj

ly Tilipki

Mtniii It,

Mill opposite Freight
reigi
depot, Hoiland, Mich.
R. KLKYN.
1881.
J.

FOR
Il

Bears the old

Holland, Mich., Nov.

1883.
name, hut

reliable

INTIRELV

by

the bullet, hut passed out into the hall and
following list of jurors has been down the stairs, crying out that he had
drawn for the January term: Polkton, been shot. McPhilllpswas disarmed and

SPECIALTY!

Dnmd LmaW

How

is

is

ttled.

fall when struck

A

for

NEW

ft,

48-tf.

the chance

Farmers.

/tIik
Now

thaf the holidays are

upon us,

i

behooves the heads of families to mal

de*n

Lillie; Robinson, William arrested by parties in the building and
Wnitera; Spring Lake, Bernard Stark; turned over to a policeman who conducted
ful and ornamental. Our enterprising Taimadge, Ransom Doud; Wright, Elipha- him to jail. The wounded man was taken
jeweler, Mr. Otto Breyman, has just fie let Wplcolt; Zeeland, Frederick Hendriks; to Dr. DeCamp’s office and the wound
articles from which to make your selp- Allendale, Horace Cooley; Blendon, probed. It was found that the bail bad

such selections of presents as will be

$

George A.

Our popular vrogos manufacturer
in

purchase it will repay you to go knd

to

see his very fine line of

§

his

low

goods and

){arn

prices.

Just as we were about

to go to

pu

received the following telegram in
to the '-'church case"

which was

the 8upreme Court yesterday:

Lansing, Mich., Dec.
In the

31,

1988!

two church cases the court

cquclly divided. The decrees In t
courts below affirmed, but without coals.,
_

_

blic to call

Signed,

and examine and

be convinced.

J. Fliemao
•“NEW

Th

Haven, 3rd and 4tb It was removed without difficultyby Dra.
ward, Chat lea Ball; Grand Haven Town, DeCamp aud Morrison and the patient
Tuoinita Bigneil;Holland City, Martinos was made as easy as possible. The bail is squa§
Jonkman; Holland Town, Elmer M. from a 82 calibre revolver, and is not
Kent; Jamestown,William McEachron; much dented. At the time of dressing the
Olive, Albert Nienhuis; Polkton, Ssrsbal wound Dr. DeCamp expressed the opinion
Burke; Roblosoo, Samuel G. Tripp; that there was about one chance in a hunSpring Lake, James Wilde; Taimadge, dred for the man’s recovery. Timmer
Orrin Ruddy; Wright, Horace Squiers; seemed to take the matter quite coolly,
Zeeland,Marinos Van Duio,"
aud was able to walk out of the office

IDEAL’’

Better wagon in everyway,

Brandatetter; Grand

will

when taken
that

G. Van Putteo

&

now

lies in

to

»

not

year and baa not been altered.

and Examine.

Call

Also keeps on baud a line of

leif

Stew

Ml

MiG

the Bogie hotel where he

precarious condition.

The

uadtnold by amyoao.

coal stove proved a perfect success

Of ftoJ

Don’t forget
Sons

Wmave

an endless variety,all sizes

MG®

jLitn

and

are sellibg out their entire

stock of news of the shooting caused conaidersble
Underwear, excitement- in this city where Timmer is
at very low prices. well and very' favorably known as a sober

Winter Goods, such

CUrk of Supreme Court.

This result Is an unexpected one. It
was thought that this matter would be
fairly decided either one way or the other.

TTie result is. in one seoae/a victory

Blankets, Hoods, etc.,

as

Call and sec.
G.

VAN PCTTBN A SONS.

’for the "majority,"and at the aarne time grizzly beard should never
furnishes a great deal of encouragement

be

^

prices.

Open and Top
T

and industriousman who had accumu45-2w. lated quite a little property mostly by

The untidy, dirty appearanceof

speculation. He
a
ers on the

allowed.
here near the

Buckingham's Dye for the whiskers will

lived with his four broth-

home (arm a few miles north of

New

Holland station.

< Later:— We received intelligence
"minority."The Judges will un- readily change their odor to a brown or
terday afternoon by telephone that
doubtedlyeach give an opinion on these black, at discretion, and thus keep up
wa.no hope foMhe recovery of Mr
cases and we will publish them in a tub
for neatness and good

i

Offers hi* superior made wagons Just as cbeah as
snyhody self them in Zeeland, and claims that
they are a

t

Chas. C. Hopeins,

iber ire take pleasorein
our goods and like to have

showing
you

compare prices.

R.

i'Vv;

9$th, 186$.

SWELL BODY COTTEB.

/^SOAOKKI

NTH

KANTKR3 A SONS.

Holland, Mich., Bept
.

Buggies,

Aad a Sue stock of

SflOARE AND

for the

4

j

ui

lions. He has received au immense stick George M. Woodrufl; Chestor, George W. entered about two inches to the left of the
of Jewelry and notions of such large ra- Harris; Crockery, Edward L. Lawrence; navel and passed downward through the
• riety that you cannot help but be suited Georgetown, James De Cator; Grand hip bone, lodging Id the muscles of the
in making presents. If you don’t intend Haven City, 1st and 2nd ward, John hip only a short distance from the surface.

,

and operation. We request the

a-““

i

THE COWBOrS TALE.
•Are there no real aood Injons?*
The cowboy rained his head,
And, glancing at the tendertoot|
He tamed to him and said:
"I rode the prairies,pardner,
Ten yearn in rain or nnn,
Bat as to real pood Injuns,

That

ustice to a capital dftmAr, ha recovered
iis good humor. After all, his own
jortmanteau would turn up, sooner or

goodness tramped the ace.
the bar of Mack’s Ford,
A lot of boys one day
Got to making things quite lively
In a ball and cartridge way,
1 banged around abont me
And didn’t eonnt the odds—
I'd been soakin’ electricity
Like fifty lightning rod*—
When suddenly the Sheriff

Twas

for

ater, and meanwhile he need feel no
scruple about making use of the
stranger’s propertv. This reflectionoc-

at

>

curred to him while smoking a soothing
cigar after a decent bottle of claret, and
le consequently resolved to postpone
!• Burrrows’ till next
morning.
But just as he was thinking of going
up stairs to bed, the waiter came and
landed him a small parcel and a visiting card. The parcel was neatly done
up in brown paper, and bore no name
or inscription.The accompanyingcard,
to his groat surprise, was his own— the
one he had left at Mr. Burrows’ house.
What the deuce is the meaning of
this?” exclaimed Tom, as the waiter
prepared to leave the room.
“A young person called just now and
left the parcel for the gentleman whose
name was on the card,” said the man,

And his gang came bounding down.
And the boyn took to their cattle
And dusted out o’tdwq. f ’ j
BntsoinethiniMIraf
the matter,
With my head works, I dare say,
For I stumbled by the roadside
And couldn’t find my way.
And the next I can remember
It was night and pitchy black.
And I tried to strike the trail from there,
Bnt couldn’t hit a track,
And I was mighty dluy,
And Ifelt I should have died,
.

When

standing Jnat before

me

An Injun's shape I spied.
He held his hands ont to me,
Bnt didn’t say awoid;
And when I tried to hall him
He neither spoke nor stirred.
And then I slipped In somehow
Between each stnrdy arm, .
And he let me down so gentle
Without a bit o’ harm.
And I lay there quite contented
And slept until 'twas day.
And woke to find him watching
At my side the same old way.
Bo I climbed upon my uprights.
And a word I couldn't
,
Bnt 1 looked tne red man in the face.
And then- 1 sneaked away.
We parted. But, as years pass by,
I wonder more and more
If stillthat real good Injun stands
At Mack’s tobacco store.

lingering.

“Was there no message?” inquired
Tom.
“No, sir; only the parcel was to be
given into your hands directly,”returned

say,

the waiter.

Tom began to perceive that there had
been a misunderstanding.No doubt
the parcel had been sent by Mr. Burrows in consequence of the letter he
had delivered, and was intended for
some one else. It was rather a strange
^proceeding to return a visitor'scard,

An Odb Venture.
-

-

PITH AN!) POINT.
he was violently ejected into the street.
But he clung to the precious p steel
[From the Fort Wayne Hoosier.j
with dogged determination, and manA sweet strain— pullmg taffy.
aged to carry it away with him.
Pay as you go. If you can’t pay, stay.
Tom was a hot-tempered fellow, but
he had a pretty shrewd eye to his own
Baking powder crushed will rise
interests. After what had passed, he again.
guessed that neither Mr. Burrows *nor
day before.
' “lx’s a cold day when I’m left— hang“Master has forbidden me to come Mr. Strawbridge would be anxious to
ing,” said the icicle.
near him again,” said the servant, laying claim the box of sovereigns, which ho
the note on the table. “He is in a considered himself entitled to retain by ' “It’s only a waste of goods,” said the
dreadful passion. He says it’s a cock- way of damages for’ the injuries he had fellow when he hugged the dry goods
and-bull story, but you’re welcome to sustained. He took the next train to dummy by mistake.
“I loved thee once, I love the still,”
town, and paid the money into his
see the letter.”
“A cock-and-bull story, is it?” banking account, and then wrote to sings the whisky guzzler.
growled Tom, snatching up the letter. both of the above-namedgentlemen, exThe wearning of corsets is on the de“It strikes me I’m being made a fool pressing his willingness to refund the crease. That’s what they’re for.
of, anyway. Hullo! what does this money to whichever was entitled to it,
An editor who was attacked by two
upon receiving a satisfactoryexplana- B-owdies put them to flight with a stick
mean?”
He had opened the envelope, and1 tion. Strange to say, neither of these jof wood. He gave them club rates.
found it contained nothing but a plain communicationselicited any reply, and
• “I am never missed any mere when I
sheet of letter paper and a card. The from what he afterwards gathered from
the local press, Tom is inclined to be- go off on a visit,” sighed a West Wayne
latter bore the name of
lieve that he will remain in undisputed street lady. “Why not?” asked her
possession of his spoil. — London friend. “Because, since I got married
they, all call me Mrs.”
Truth.

when he would return, so he contented I delivered,” he added, as an afterlimself with writing the name of his thought
Before Tom had time to collect his
lotel on one of his cards, and leaving a
message that he would call in the even- scattered ideas, the servant came back
again, looking rather scared, with an
ing.
He returned to his hotel in an uu- envelope in her hand, which #he recogamiable mood, but, haring done ample nized as the note ho had brought the

but probably the messenger had

;

'

iFrom the American Counling-Room.J

Nativity of Apple Trees.

The busiest printer takes tbe most

In the present efforts to get hardy
fruit trees from climates as near simi-

e’s.

Iowa awakens the inquiry ’ It is a wise politicianthat can stradas to where our various apple trees dle the tariff.
originated. Some one, who is evidently , Purchasers of petroleum certificates
and beneath was written in pencil: better informed than wo are, gives the are crude speculators.
“Bearer suspects nothing.”
nativity of ope hundred of the most
A sad man is not always large, though
“Well, I’m
. Histen my girl; popular trees, as follows
he may be one of great sighs.
this is all nonsensA,” broke forth Tom,
Alexander. Russia; Albemarle Pipimpetuously. Here I am landed with >in, Va.; Autumn Strawberry, N. Y. ; • To be safe in “the madding crowd,”
a confounded parcel that I know noth- laldwin, Mass. ; Bailey Spice, N. Y. ; even a watch should be on guard.
It is not natural for millionairesor
ing about. Go and tell your master I lelmont, Ya. ; Bellflower, N. J. ; Broadmust see him— or, at all events, ask him well, Ohio; Bailey Sweet, N. Y. ; Be- cannabal islands to object to the di-et?
what I am to do with this thing.”
Strikes seldom pay. A match is one
noni, Mass.; Bourassa, Russia; Blenlar to that of

-

:

'

“I dusn’t go near him, sir,” said the
girl, shrinking back. “Besides, he
particularlysaid I wasn’t to take the
parcel. He says he knows nothing
about it.”
“Very well, then,” said Tom in desperation. “It is all a mistake, but if he
won’t see me, I shan’t take any more
trouble.”

heim Pippin, England ; Beauty of Kent,
England ; Cayuga Red Streak, N. Y.
;

Chandler, Conn.; Canada

of the few things that can strike to ad-

vantage.

What

Beinette,

Canada; Cooper, Ohio; Doctor, Pa.; A

is “as rare as the

day in February,

day in June?”
two less

as there are

Tom Morcambe was in love and in bungled over his mission. The most
Dobinie, N. Y. ; Duchess of Oldenberg, in the year.
debt— two circumstances which con- likely explanation seemed to be that
Russia; Dutch Mignonue, Holland;
Successfulmerchants ought to make
sidertiblydisturbed his equanimity. Mr. Burrows, imagining that the bearer
Danvers Winter Sweet, Mass.; Early good fishermen because they know how
His pecuniary embarrassments were, of the letter had left the wrpug card by
Joe, N. Y.; Esopus Spitzenberg,N. Y.;
to Secure the net profits.
lees, serious than his love aflfcir,lot the
Early Harvest, N. Y. ; English Qolden
mistake,hid sent it back with nie parSome men are often like lamps.
fc^TBer were , of a temporary nature, cel. At all events Tom was too, sleepy
With this Tom marched out of the Russet, England ; Fameuse, or Snow,
They
may be bright and shining lights
while the latter threatened to be per- to speculate over the matter, and he house in a great state of virtuous in- Canada; Fall Wine, N. Y. ; Fallenwamanent The combination made him therefore carried the parcel up to his dignation, but with an odd sensation ter, Pa. ; Fulton, 111. ; Fort Miami, Ohio ; and yet when you look inside you will
find them wicked.
restless and anxious to avoid the society
room, intending to return it when he that fate had decreed he should keep Golden Sweet. Conn.; Garden Royal,
of his fellow-men,so he packed up his called upon Mr. Burrows’ in the morn- the money. He would have left the Mass. ; Gvannywinklc,N. J. ; GravenLemons may not be very nutritions
portmanteau and started off to refresh
parcel with the servant in spite of Mr. stein, Germany ; Golden Pippin, Eng- as a steady article of food, but there are
wearysoul by a Week's solitude by ,ingBurrow’s injunction, if he could onlv land; Gilpin, Va.; Hay’s Wine, Del. ; thousands of people who live on the
He was ratlier surprised at tUe weight
the sad sea waves. Slocnm-super-Mare
have felt that he was doing right. It Hawley, N. \r. ; Holland Pippin, Hol- Rhine, and are healthy.
was his destination,'but When he ar- of the package, which was out of all seemed hardly likely, however, that a land ; Hartford Sweeting, Conm ; Hereproportionto its size, and wlifen he got
rived there he found, to his intense disperson would deny all knowledge of fordshire Pearmain, England; HubIFrom Carl Pretzel’s Weekly.]
upstairs he was seized w ith curiosity to
gust, that the quiet seaport town was in
such a consignment, if lie were really bardton Nonesuch, Mass.; Jonathan,,
The housewife’srefrain— “Let us
know what it contained. .As it bore no
a state of turmoil, being on the eve of a
the sender. It is true that Tom was N. Y.; Jeffries, Pa.; Jersey Sweeting, sweep.”
address, he felt, under the circumcontestedelection. Not being pleaset
inclined to doubt Mr. Burrows’ ve- N. J.; Jewett’s Red; New England;'
Of all books the almanac is the most
stances, justifiedm opening it, and he
with this state of things, he moved on
racity on this point, but, after all, be Keswick Codling, England; Kingseasonable.
therefore cautiously undid the wrapper.
the next day to Morriston,a small fishmight be mistaken. He hurried back Thompkins Company,
York;
Inside the brown paper covering was a
The influence that cottom wields is
ing village a few miles up the coast.
to his hotel and questioned the waiter Kane, Delaware; Lyman’s Summer,
Tom was in an unsociableframe o neat deal box, also without address or who had taken in the parcel. The man, Conn.; Leland Spice, Mass.; Lowell, felt everywhere.
inscription.It was nailed down, but
mind, and he never even looked at his
The song of the dude—
only
however, adhered to his story, and was Mass. ; Ladies’ Sweeting, N. Y. ; Limber
the fastening was by no means formi-leijow-passengers. The compartment
quite certain that Mr. Burrows’ name Twig, Va.; Lady Apple, Franco; Melon, cackle as we pas* by.
dable. After a few minutes’ hesitation
in winch lie traveled was full, but he
“Do they miss me at hdme, do they
Tom whipped ont his pocket-knifeand had never been mentioned. After all. N. Y.; Michael Henry Pippin, N. J.;
resolutely buried his face in the newsthe only circumstance which connected Mother, Mass. ; Newtown Pippin, N. Y. i miss mo?” sang Boodleby’s wife at a
paper, and read steadily on till he pried open the lid sufficientlyto be able that gentleman's name with the parcel Monmouth Pippin, N. J„; Northern. parlor concert, and Boodleby came up
to take a peep inside. Another cover
reAchfed his station. When the train
was the accompanying card which had Spy, N. Y.; Newtown Spitzenberg^ and whispered in her ear : ’‘Bon’t be a
slackened speed at Morriston,he dragbeen left at the house, and Tom had N. Y. ; Ortly, N. J. ; Orange, Conn. ; fool. How can they ‘Miss’ you when
ged his portmanteau off the rack an;
done his best to follow up this clue. .
Overman’s Sweet, I1L; Orne’s Early, you’ve been a ’Mrs.’ for twenty fears.”
gleam of gol
alighted on the platform with a blessec
As there appeared to be no one in France; Peck s Pleasant,R. I.; Pomme IfTw on the street, that dudea do reign,
ment now overcame his scruples, and
sense of relief at the prospect of a few
the hotel who expected to 'receive a par- Girls, Can.; Paradise. Winter Sweet* Snnllmo with waxed moustache, and oeten,
without more ado he wrenched off the
They've lots of' gull, but little breigo,
da^jfabsolute.quietULla r.
.
cel, Tom resolved to apply to Mr. Pa.; Pumpkin Sweet, Conn.; Roman . And to* to mash with might and maign.
lid completely.
The aspect of Morristonwas eminentAt Sarah, Lillieand at Jeiarn
Strawbridge, of Slocum, to elucidate Stem, N. J.; Rawles Janet, Va.;
“Sovereigns, by Jove! The box is
They atare In hopes that .they will gelgB
ly calculated to soothe his nerves, for
the mystery. In his excitement he had Rambo, Del. ; Red Canada, Mass. ; Red
Some smlttcri heart, and thus obtalgn
period of "the year he had- the literallyfull of them,” he muttered be- forgotten all about his missing port- Astrachan, Russia; Rhode Island ‘‘ One more to add to list ol sleign
low his breath.
But when, to father,irlrls oompleign.
place aU $Q himself. There was no
Tom could .hardly believe his eyes, manteau; but it now occured to him Greening, R. I. ; Rome Beauty, Ohio; He goes for dude with words profeign
other guest at the little inn where he
that Mr. Strawbridge could explain the Roxbtiry Russet, Mass.; Swaar, N. Y.}
And
reigns in blows which causes peigu.
popu- but be soon convinced hi inself that he whole affair;for Tom still
Jo<ik Jup his quarters ; th<J
And doth the masher'sart restreigu.
suspected Sops of Wine, Europe ; Standard, N Y. ^
"
was not mistaken. ' The Sovereigns
iatlon wfe represented>by
ohilthat the parcel had been intended for St. Lawrence, Can.; Sine Qua Non,
- How Condensed Milk is Made.
dren and old men; the bathing ma- were neatly arranged in closely-packed the messeugel’ who carried the letter, N. Y.; Smokehouse, Pa.; Summer,
layers, and as far as he could judge, the
We
publish the article beneath from
chines were drawn up high and dry
arid upon reflection he felt more and Pearmain,England; Sweet Romapite,
above the deserted beaoh, and the most box contained £500 at least. He pro- more conrined that Mr. Burrows, for Ohio; TaBman Sweeting, R. I.; Tewks- the Scientific Farmer. The concomplete desolation prevailed. Tom ceeded to do up the parcel again in an some mysterious reason, had deliber- bury Winter Blush, N. J. ; Townsend, densing of milk is no doubt an industry
of great interestto the dairyman and
Morcambe wandered for an hour or absent manner, while he speculated ately attempted to deceive him.
Pa.; Tetofsky, Russia; Twenty Ounce/,
two along the seashore with perfect upon the meaning of Mr. Burrows conTom thereforetraveled to Slocum by N. Y.; Vandervere, Del.; Wagener, farmer, as fell as to the consumer.
duct. Even assuming the box was
By it milk— which is a perishable
satisfaction,and then returned to the
the earliest train, revolvingthese things N. Y. ; Westfield Seeknofarthcr, Conn, i
intended for someone else, it seemed
article — can be preserved for lengthinn.
in his mind, and at the end of the jour- Winesap, N. J.; Williams’ Favorite,
He undid the straps of his portman- extraordinaryproceding to leave such a ney, having recollectedthe impending Mass. ; Wells’ Sweeting,N. Y.; Willow- ened periods, retaining its freshness,
large sum of money at a hotel in such a
and the cost of transport is reduced to
teau and unlocked it in an absent frame
election, he had formulated his ideas a Twig, Ohio; York Imperial,Pa.
reckless way. He had previouslyascera minimum :
of mind, but without any misgivings.
little. He was hardly surprised to
This shows that eighteen varieties
“When the milk is brought into the
He even began to throw the contents, tained that Mr. Burrows was a retired learn that Mr. Strawbridge was the Con- are European in origin, mostly from
tradesman of very good repute, and
factory it is carefully strained,placed
pell-mell, upon the bed, when suddenly
servative agent, and, though it had been Russia. Twenty-six from New England,
he awoke to the fact that there was from all accounts he appeared to be the given ont that the electionwas to be twenty-two from New York, the balance in cans or pails, which are put into a
something wrong. A gaudy pair of last person to commit such a rash and conducted on party principles, he be- from the Middle States, and none from tank of water kept hot by steam coils.
When hot, it is transferredto larger,
worked slippers first aroused his sus- unbusinesslikeaction.
extreme south. —
State
This singular incident somewhat dis- gan to feel a little suspicious.He callei
steam-heated,open vessels, and quickly
picions, and, upon further inspection,
upon Mr. Strawbridge at his office, but Register.
turbed
Toni’s night’s rest, for it seemed
brought to a uoil. This preliminary
he perceived that the portmanteau,
discovered that be was attending a
heating and boiling has for its object
though it was the very counterpart of as though fate had placed in his hands noisy meeting of his party at the asThe Heredity of Crime.
the expulsion of the gases of milk,
his own. evidently belonged to some the means of freeing himself of his sembly-rooms. Tom waited patiently
“The principles of hereditarydescent
pecuniary embarrassment. There was
which would cause it to foam in the
one else.
nothing to prevent his appropriating until the proceeding broke up, ant seem to hold good as to counterfeiting. vacuum-pan,and, also to add to the \
It immediately occurred to him that,
then took the earlient opportunityto Of course, there are many exceptions.
the money and making off with it, and
keeping quality of milk by destroying
in his hurried exit from the train, he
Here we have a criminal whose ancestry
accost him.
the mold germs. A second straining
had appropriated a strange portman- as it was all in gold there would be but
Unfortunately,Mr. Strawbridge was seems to have been perfectly pure and follows, after which the milk is translittle risk of detection. Of course, he
teau by mistake. At first he was disa fussy, self-importantindividual, ant honest. Hero we have one whose an- ferred to a vacuum-pan,where,- at a
posed to blame his own carelessness, was too honorable to seriously entertain
little suspecting the delicate nature of cestry is one continuous chain of jail- temperature below 160 degrees Fahr.,
but he was not in a mood for self-abase- such a project ; still, the temptationwas
Tom’s communication, he declined to birds*. But, in general, the rule holds it boils and is rapidly concentrated to
ment. Ke therefore soon commenced so vivid that he quite longed to disemaccede to his request for a private in- good. Bad parents produce bad chil- any degree desired. The vacuum-pan
barass
himself
of his treasure.
to launch hearty imprecations at the
Accordingly
he set forth as early as terview, but roughly requested him to dren, and parents who are counterfeiters employed is a close vessel of copper,
head of the other fellow, and to specustate his businesson the spot. His man- breed counterfeiters.”
egg-shaped, about six feet in diameter.
late on what had become of his own possible next* morning to Mr. Burrows’
“Have you any cases tfhore the crime
ner put Tom’s back up, and although
house
with
the
parcel
under
his
arm.
It is heated by steam coils within, and
property.
there were several persons in hearing, runs through several generations?”
by a steam jacket without, enclosing
From the point of view of equalityof He sent in his card and was ushered
“Yes, many. I have now in my mind'
into a small sitting-room ; byt, after a Tom did not hesitate to inform him that
the lower portion. In one side of the
exchange there was not much to choose
short
interval, the servant returned owing to an accidental circumstance he a family in Indiana who, for three gen- dome. is a small window through which
between the two portmanteus and their
with a message that her master was to had been entrusted with a box of sov- erations, have been practicing counter- the gas illuminates the interior, while
respective contents;but when Tom reereigns to deliver to him. Tom then feiting. I believe the fourth will follow on the opposite si tie is an eye-glass,
unwell
to see him.
* iiloeted that his contained,among other
proceeded
to detail the facts of the case, in the footsteps of the preceding ones.
“I called about this parcel,” said
through which the condition of tin*
things, a precious photograph and a
“It
was
left at my hotel last and his story caused a perceptiblestir All along the line they have been de- contentsis observed. The pan is also
lock of golden hair, he became angrily
tected and punished, but they plot and
among the bystanders
provided with a vacuum gauge and test
convinced that be had the worst of the night, and I think there must be some
replot, and are no sooner out of prison
“Pooh
!
pooh
!
It’s
all
nonsense,”
inmistake.
Will you ask Mr. Burrows.
sticks.
bafgain. He 'Was Seized with a fefArisli
The servant disappearedagain, but terposed Mr. Strawbridge, turning very for one crime than they are in again for
“Much of the milk used in cities is
presentlybrought back word that Mr. red, and glancing apprehensively another. They are bright, intellectually, simply concentrated,without any addiand could make a good livihg in other
Burrows did not understand what he around him.
tion of sugar. The process of cona scaled letter addressed to a Mr. Bur“But what did the note meap- then?” ways, but villainy seems bred in their centratiou is continued iu the vacuumwas alluding to, and knew nothing about
rows, of Bilchoster, a town about thirty
cried Tom, not relishing the statement. bones, and it comes, out in the flesh, pan until 04p gallon of the milk has
f
miles off. ho resolved to go on there im- any
“iWhlU!” mxdaiined Tom, in aumze- “The money was sent to me because I generation after generation. We havb been reduced to a little less than a
modmthly. Doubtless la* would suoa number of other cases ;where the quart— one volume of conapnsed milk
was believedto be your messenger.”
ceW, with the assistanceof A$r.‘ pur- ment. “Why. it1 was left at my hotel
“Hullo, Strawbridge!”exclaimed a crime has existed in whole families for corresponding to about four and threelast
night
with
the
card
which
I derows, ni tracing the person who was the
two generations, and seems to lie fairly
livered into your hands at the door yes- voice from the crowd, significantly.
tenths volumes of milk. Condensed
bearer of the letter.
“Gentlemen. I assure you this , is an pvogessing towards a third. It often milk intended to be preservedfor any
terday
afternoon*.
course,
I
• He accordinglytraveled to Bilimagined it must hayg_come from Mr. unworthy manomvre jff-Qiir-Oppmtfiits.” runs through a whole connection,and length of time has an addition of pure
said Mr. Strawbridge, raising his voice. fathers and sous, brothers and sisters cane sugar made to it during the boilimproved hi’j temper by taking the Burrows.”
“Mr. Burrows says he don't know “It is an attempt to convict me of are now in .prison for not the same but ing, and is usually put up in sealed
longest timoJ on ^record in doing the
bribery and corruption. I know successive and dift’erent crime?. — Inter- cans. This sugared or preserved milk,
journey. ^Vtfhen he reached his destina- anything about it,” said the girl, looking
rioiiiing abont the'parcel.This young view with Secret Service Oflcer.
when propeHy prepared, will keep for
' tioh he found he could not get back to mystified.-•
“You gave him my card, I suppose, man has been sent here to prejudice
inahy years.”
' Morriston that night, so that he had to
Professor
jfc**K.
Gilbert,
United
and the note?” said Tom, after a pause our candidate, and to spread damaging States geolog&t,
geologist, p:
proposes an earth- ^ mule owned by a captain on the
rumors.”
of astonishment.
t's delay he called at
quake at Salt Lake as a solution of the Ei>io cana]) ^a8 bdugllt for
for $90
$90 in
“Yes, sir! directly he came in,” said “Shame! shame!” burst from the ex
Mormon question.
at 3 yeju-s old. ^ He has worked
’
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An InterestingPatent Salt
Nelson Lyon, of Albany, N. Y„ has recov-

Care of the Hair.

.

When not the consequence of old ered Judgment of $8,477.10, against G. T.
age, baldness is a disease, says a doctor, Fisher Sc Co., in the U. 8. Circuit court at
and it is a far more terrible enemy to Detroit Mich., for an infringement of Lyon's
Patent Metallic Heel Stiffener.This contrivovercome than white hair. No healthy ance is one of the most useful of modern in>rson should begin to be bald till after ventions,and has achieved a remarkable sale
years of age, and yet a general lam- —over 8760,000 worth, the testimony showed,
having been sold since the patent was granted,
. entation arises of young people, barebeing a grand total of 8,888,000 pairs. The
ly in their twenties, losing their hair. inventionconsists of a neat metal plate fastHere, therefore, must be some defect of ening to the outside of a boot or shoe heel,
constitution, some disease of the hair arranged to prevent the counters from breaking over and the heel from wearing down unthat should not exist. Headaches, and
evenly. The Attorney General of the United
indeed almost every kind of suffering, States declared tlje Lyon patent invalid on
whether of the mind or body, frequent- account of an Informalityin the application.
ly cause the liair to fall. * Too much This was afterward dbrrocted by the Commissioner of Patch ts \n accordance with a
study or thought or applicationof any special act of Congrcssauthorizingit.Act’on
kind have a similar effect. Women are was commenced In May, 1880, a perpetualinless subject to baldness than their junction was obtained in December, and the.
brothers. Man works more with his case was referredto a master, who reported
the damages as $8,884, but on motion the
brains, generallyspeaking,than woman. court doubled the same, and directed JudgHe also indulges in drink or other ex- ment to be entered against defendants for
cesses more than women, and, as a rule, such double damages, with interest and costs.
keeps his head covered more than women do. An Italian proverb says that
hats kill hair. Hygienic precautions
may do much toward maintaining the
hair thick. I knew of a man
his hair thick, almost black,

who kept

by

never

wearing a hat all his life- At 80 he
married a third wife, and had a third
family of children. You must not expect, however, that your hair will never
fall, even in health, nor need you be
N

dismayed when you see your hair come
off when brushing or combing. Hair
falls at certain seasons, as dead leaves

from trees, to make room for new ones
to grow. If, however, you see too many
come off, and the fall continues too long,
then cut the hair as you would cu| a
faded plant; it will grow stronger, rich* er afterward.If people cut their hair
regularly, hair dressers would have

_

little to do,

and wig makers would be

ruined. Frequent-washing in cold salt
water is also recommended to prevent
the hair from falling, and daily friction
is good.

Hints to Gentlemen.

Don’t be untidy *n anything. Neatness is one of the most important of the

minor morals.
Don’t wear apparel with decided colors or

•
.

pronounced patterns. Don’t—

we address here the male reader, for
whom this brochure is mainly designed
—wear anything that is pretty. What
have men to do with pretty things ! Select quiet colors, ana unobtrusive patterns, and adopt no style of cutting that
belittlesthe figure. It is right enough
that men’s apparel should be becoming,
that it should' be graceful, and that it
should.lenddignity to the figure; but
it should never be ornamental, fanciful,
grotesque,odd, capricious nor pre ty.
Don’t wear evening dress in the morning, or on any occasionbefore 6 o’clock
dinner. Don’t wear black broadcloth
in the morning, or, at least, don’t wear
black broadcloth trousersexcept for
evening dress.
Don’t wear your hat cocked over yoilr
eye, nor thrust back upon your head.
One method is rowdyish, the other
rustic.

Don’t wear trinkets, shirt-pins, finor anything that is solely
ornamental.One may wear shirt-studs,
a scarf-pin,a watch-chain and a seal,
because these articles are useful; but

Soovill'sSarsaparilla,or Blood and Liver
Syrup, for the cure of scrofula, white swellings, rheumatism,pimples, blotches,eruptions, venereal sores

No

_

‘

development

the Impregnationof the air with miasma in the
vicinity of sunken lots and stagnant pools, are
that it is a wonder

how

the inhabitants

towns and cities preserve any immunity from
disease.The necessity for prompt and efficient
household remedies is daily growing more
imperative, and of these Hos tetter's Stomach
Bitters is the chief in merit and the most1
popular. Irregularity of the stomach and bowels,
malarial fevers, liver complaint, debility, rheumati m and minor ailments,are thoronirhly
conqueredby this incomparable family restorative and medicinal
iclnal safeguard. Both la town
and country
PJit is regarded, and Justly, as
th.i purest and most comprehensive remedy of
Its class, and it hss, moreover,the sanction of
leading medical men who have thoroughly and
of

I

practically tested

_

It.

Some one who believes that “ brevity is the
soul of wit ” writes, “ Don’t eat Q cumbers,
they’ll W you up.”

t

W

A Good Ixvkmmbst.— One of our prominent business men said to us the other day:
*in the spring ray wife got all run down and
could not eat anything; passing your store 1
saw a pile of Hood’s SarsaparillaIn the druggist's window, and T got a bottle. After she
;lind taken it a week she had a rousing apporite. She took three bottles, and it was the
best throe dollars I over invested." C. I.
Mix'd & Co.. Howell, Muss.

__

Ik they take the tax off whisky it will go
down. The kind they make now shows an
occasionaldisposition to come up.

Fhom Boulder, Col., Miss N. E. Wilder,
writes: “Samaritan Nervine cured me of

No opiates or drastic cathartics are to bo
found in that peerless remedy, Samaritan
Nervine.

_

L. A. Dunlap, of Mt Vernon, says:
My children were afflictedwith a cough resulting from Messier,my wife with ft cough
that had preventedher from sleeping more
or less for years, and your White Wine of Tar
Rev.

Syrup has cured them

'

yon are

old, blood

all.

Fob dyspepsia, indigestion; depression of
spirits and general debility in their various
forms; also as a preventive against
---- and other intermittent f
Blirty of
le by Caswell Hazard 4 Co. New

__

fromteT*

and certain remedies

Cure

of Consumption, and with
equal ronfldenroaa almost a specific for those morbid
for the

.
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ting Machine ever invented. Will kuit a pair of mrybody who bu |W«n Ii • good triaL It Na«ar bin la Mriag
stocking* with HEKL and TOE complete in 20
minute*.It will also knit a great varietyof fancyA* an Expectorant it has na Equal.
work for which there Is always a ready market. Bend
for circular and term* to the Twombly Knitting SOLD BY ALL MEDICINE DEALERS.
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KIDNEY-

THE SURE CURE

gctharrrlth w
any ouflorcr

FOR ““““

AN DPTOAl WONDER

©

KIDNEY DISEASES,
LIVER COMPLAINTS,
CONSTIPATION, PILES,
AND BLOOD DISEASES.

A NEW, original, cheap lantern, for projecting and en-

PHYSICIAiSENDORSE IT HEARTILY.
body. Send for ourfull aud free descriptive clrcul
Muiuuy Hill Pub. Co.. Box Tsa, n. Y. City. N. Y.

very

"Kidney-Wort1* the most auoosmfol remedy
aver used." Dr. F. O. Ballou, KonkUra, Vt.
“Kidney -Wort is always reliable."
Dr. &. If. Clark, Bo. Here, Vt.
"Kidney- Wort haa eared my w ift after two year*
uflkrlag." Dr. C. If. Summerlin, Bun mil, 0*.
I

SHARP
PAINS

Crick, Sprains,Wrenches,Uhtumatisin, Neuralgia, Sciatica,
PleurisyPalaa, Stitch in the
Bide, Backache,SwollenJoints,

Heart Disease,Boro Muscles,
pains and ache* cither localor
deop-aeated ore instantly relieved and speedily cured by
tho w oil-knownHop Plaster.Compounded,os it is, of
the medicinalvirtues of fresh Hops. Gums, Balsamsand
Extract*, It Is indeed the beet pain-killing, stimulating,
soothingand strengtheningPorous Plaster ever nude.
Hop Piasters are sold by all druggtsUand countrystore*.
Pain in the Chest, and

C

cent*

Mailed

or five

ou

all

for $1.00,

IN

THOUSANDS OS OASES

ha* eured where all olao had felled.It is mild,
but ofloieut,
IX IT! ACTION, but
b*1 nilasii in ell oeetti
trlt cleanse*the Blood and Strengthens and
give*
Life to all the important organ* of
tho body. Tho naturalactionof tho Kidney*I*
restored. The liver le eloaaeed of elldiMise,
it

CERTAIN

Mew

_

and the Bowel* move freely and bealthfblly.
In this way the wont dlreaae*are eradicated
from tho system.
m
PUCE, It 00 UQUID OR DVT, BOLD BT DBCflOUTS.
Dry oaa be sent by mail.

receiptof

Co.,

fat

known for
man or beast The reason
why becomes an “open
secret” when we explain that
“Mustang” penetrates skin,
flesh and muscle to the Tory
bOfie, remofing all disease
and soreness. No other liniment does this, hence none
other is so largely used or
does such worlds of good.

-WORT

TO OWNERS OF HORSES

The whole scienceof medicine is based on experiments. We cannot by any processof reasoningdecide
that any particularmedicine will help or cure any
particulardisease. How was ii found that Quinine
will cure Chills and Fevers? Why, by trying one thing
after another,until experience demonstrated that it
was a specific for that disease. In just that way the
knowledge was gained of my remedies,which are almost a specific in diseasesof the lungs.

IMTUCDQ

Si

c

i

cured. Therefore they do not try to do anything pnee. Bop Plaster
WELLS, RICHARDSON ACO.RnrllagtanVf.
more than to smooth the patient's path to the grave, Proprietors and Manufacturers, Boston.Mar'.
and seem quite reckless of the medicines they give, so
that the patient is kept comfortable and ewig, even ii
Ids life is shortened. As soon as tubercles begin tc
tlTCoaU-d tongue, badbreath, sour stomach and liver
appear in the lungs of a patient, it is a common prao
disease cured I* Hawley Vttomarhand LlverPlll^r^
tlce with many leading physicians to begin dosing
with whisky in increasingquantities, until the ravage!
of excessivedram-drinklug are added to the ravage!
of the disease ; and I have yet to bear of a single case
of Consumption which was cured by stimulants. )
can say the same of Cpd Liver Oil. Many physician!
send their patients away from home on distant voyages, to Minnesota or Florida— anytliing or anywhere
so that they may die easy. For they do not pretend
to cure, and they have no remedies which will do so
1
Now I say not only that diseasesof tho Inngs can bt
cured, shut that my medicines do cure them. Tfu
Do you not know that ft horse as onllnnrlly Bhcd docs
proof le, that by their was thoutandt of Coiuumptivet
not have tho footingwhich iratm e Intended.'For travel
hate been and are now being cured by them.
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Machinery— Aasayer-6
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WILL CURE

KIDNEY.

STATte®.

ural

WAT

PULMONIC SYRUP

and

!

A GOOD FAMILY REMEDY!

MANDRAKE PILLS,
SEAWEED TONIC,

PAYKriorK

PulmonaryConsumption
is hereditary
in my father's
rooth.r,
or daughter,can be made the pictureof health by a family. His father, mother, brothersand sifters died
few
r bottle* of Hop Bitters oostug but a trifle.
oi it, and he had reached almost the last stages of the
diseasewhen he was providentially
led to experiment
with the articleswhich are incorporatedin these med« to 120
icines.He was cured by them, and lived a strong,
t-wore* (Tb* OrMt Worm Drdrojrtr.)Will healthyman for over forty yean after his recovery.
mil I nfcllO* ew* ytmr ttijdm. fl^h.tDruKi,ttic. What cured him has cured thousands of others all
over the country.
#70 A WEEK. gUrday at home eaafly made. Costly
These resnlts are not accidental.There is no such
#14 outfit free. Ad drew Tan* Jk (Jo* Augusta,Maine.
thing as accidentin nature.
*

Lung Balsam

SCHENCK’S MEDICINES:

DR.

conditionsqf the body, which, if neglected,are apt to

points would be found to agree with those of most
educated and intelligent physicians.We should agree
that while the final cqum la obscure-in other words,
while it is not possible to say why Consumptionse
lects this or that person as a vlctim-yet the preditporing causes are :

ALLEN’S

PLASTER

thin and impure, pulse feeble, nerves

the best external

At a town meeting in Ireland it was recently voted that "all persons in the town
owning dogs should be muzzled."
.... >
My Wife and Children.

lic ns sate, reliable

is

epilepsy.’’

The original Jacob’s ladder was one of those
things that worked both ways. It was not
only a flight of stairs,but stairs of light.

conscientiously
offer them to the pub-

1st, Inheritance. Consumption is

,

ted neighborhoods,ba 1 house ventilation,and

rife,

consump-

'unsteady, facultieswaning, Hop
' Bitters Is wbat yon need to give yon
'now life, health and vigor."
If you are costive or dyspeptic, or
or suffering from any other of the
numerous diseases of the stomach or
bowels, it is your own fault if you
remain ill.
If yon are wasting away with any
form of Kidney disease, stop tempting death this moment, and torn for
a core to Hop Bitters.
If yon are si cl# with
that terrible sickness
Nervousness,you will
find a "Balm in Gilead"
in Hop Bitters.
If yon are a frequenteror a resident of a miasmatic district, barricade your system against the scourge
of all countries— malaria, epidemic,
bilious and intermittentfevers— by
the use of Hop Bitters.

of foetid iraa.'s in dwellings and closely popula-

o

I

the proprietorof these medieines

__

‘intoxicating, if

ilth.

re, the

diseases,

•

_
He

As

and

things pertainingto the person are indispensable,but toilet ofiices are proper
in the privacy of one’s apartment only.
Don’t chew or nurse your toothpick
in public— or anywhere ehe.— Exchange.
111

.

_

finger-nails in
public. Cleanlinessand neatnessin all

Cauaet of

SEAWEED TONIC,
* MANDRAKE PILLS.

hereditary in a
diseases.
better means of securing a
beautiful complexion can be obtained than wonderfuldegree.One parent very often entails it
by using ScoviU's Blood and Liver Syrup, upon the offspring, and both still more frequently,so
which clonuses the blood and gives beauty to that whole familiesare often swept away, and bond
the skin.
1
the uredlsnosition
down to their children.
2d, Cold. By this we do not mean those changes of
Cured Clergymen.
weather which often produce inflammation ; hut long
Rev. L. 8. Caultan, of Circloville, Kan., continued and steady cold, so that a conditionof de-‘
says: Dr. Warner, your White Wine of Tar bilityis produced. Indeed,whatever tends to produce
Syrup has been in my family and found to be
long continued debility will,ip some persons, generate
all and even more than you claim of it. It is
Pulmonary Consumption. Prominentamong these
a speedy cure for all Throat and Lung disinfluencesare insufficient diet, living in an unwholeeases.
some air, sedentary habits, grief, anxiety, disappointThe medical properties of petroleum have ment, whether of the affections or in business, and all
long been known to the aborigines,and since other depressing emotions ; the abuse of mercury and
Carlolne has become so well-known as a the influenoeof weakening diseases,f also agree with
hair restorer and dressing, petroleumtakes the best doctors as to the manner In which the lungs
front rank among the new remedies.
become affected. Pulmonary Consumptionis also
called Tuberculoun Consumption, by which we mean
To core a sore throat, gargle with Plso’s a disease of the lungs caused by tubercles.A tubercle
Cure for Consumption. 26 cents.
is a small, roundish body, which Is deposited in the
The most comfortable boot in town is that tulwtance of thq^ungsby the blood. This is the bewith Lyon’s Patent Metallic Heel Stiffeners. ginning and first il-t of the disease.Many of these are
often deposited at Once. Each one undergoes several
a ^ C^Dpihat wake8 wlti‘ roop should have changes. After producinginflammation of the parts
of the lung next to it, it ends m ulceration, opens a
passage into the bronchialtubes, and passes out, at the
If
If.
mouth by spitting.The place where the tubercle
grew and ripened now becomes a cavity, and where
' If you are sufferingfrom poor health
there are a great many tuberclesof course they make
. ‘or languishing
on a bed of sickness,
a great many of these little cavities, which gradually
'take cheer; It you are simply ailing,
unite and leave great holes in the lungs. Unless a stop
'or if you feel weak and dispirited,
can be put to this process,it will go on until (lie sub
without clearlyknowing why, Hop Bitstance of the lungs la consumed and death ensues.
ters will surely cure you.
.j
Of course I agree with the faculty upon the symp•If you are a Minister, and have overtaxed toms and course of the disease; the short, dry, hack‘yourself with your pastoral duties, or a Mother, ing cough, so alight at first, but graduallyincreasing;
then shortness of breath, a quickening pulse,then
' worn ont with care and work, or a man of bnslfeverish sensations,flushingof the cheehs,and heal
‘ ness or laborer weakened ly the strain of your
'everyday duties or a man of letters, toiling in the palms of the hands and soles of the feet; the
slight but growing emaciation,with feeble appetite,
'over your midnight work, Hop Bitterswill
hemorrhages, increasing cough, disturlwd sleep, fe‘surely strengthenyou."
vered tongue, then joss of appetite, expectorationol
"If you are suffering
softenedtuberclein the shape of small lumps of yel'from over-eating or
lowish, cheesy or curdy matter ; hectic fever, brilliant
'drinking, any indiseye, chills,night sweats,sharp pains in the sides, increasingemaciation and debility, disorderedstomach
'cretion or dissipation,
and bowels,diarrhea, nausea,swollen extremities, hol'or are young and
low cheeks,sunken eyes, weaknessso great that ex‘growing too fast, as
q.f/'
pectorationis impossible ; then death, bringing wel‘often the case," <
come relief from the torturesof this horrid monster.
" Or if you are in the workshop, on
No w, as I have said, I mainly agree with the medical
* the farm, at the desk, anywhere,and
faculty on these points. But when wc come to the
‘feel that your system needs oleanstreatment of the diseaseI differ from it totally.The
‘ing, toning, or stlmnlating, without
doctors believe PulmonaryConsumptioncannot bt

your

shape of bad scwera

and

tion, goitre, boils, cancors,and all kindred

Don’t clean your ears, or your nose,

In the

PULMONIC SYRUP,

hCt ft CWTReThs pilii Thft Ccnr. 9t rfmnuiittlike
them, would, irom the nature of the care, do so.
J. H. KCHEJJOK. M.D.
For a full descriptionof Consumptionin all its various forms, and also Liver Complaint and Dyspepsia,
those great forerunnersof Conaumption. see ray book
on "Consumptionand it* Cure." Inis book akio contain* the historyof hundred* of care* that have been
cured in all part* of the country. I read it treo, i»o«tpaid, to all applicants. Addrere
DR. J. H. 8CHENCK k BON.
Philadelphia.
Pa.

Young

the plainer they are the better.

___

SCHENCK’S

Are told by all Drureiita,and full direction*for their
terminateiu fatal diseasesof the lungs. 1 claim that
use are printedon the wrappers of every package.
the use of ms^ remedies will cure.Oonsnmptibn.
I do mt claim that the diseasecan be cored after the
Inngs are destroyed,for no medicine esn create new $66
ones ; but I maintSiu that the first stages of Consumption are curable,even when the lungs are partially
bib
decayed. When one lung is sound I am almost certain
of making a cure, if the patient will take proper care
best
'HEP
Of himself apd follow my directions.
Mien.
It may be asked, "How is it that you can know so
much about this disease, and pretend to cure it, when
so many educated physicians,
who have made a atudy
of it for years, pronounce it Incurable?"
Nothing Uke It.
The question is a fair one, and shall be fairly anNo medicine has ever been known so effeciwcred : I do not claim to know more than other
tual in the cure of all those diseasesarising physicians about the causes,nature and historyof Circular*free. YALKNTINSBK08.. Janesville. Wls.
from an impure condition of the blood as Consnmption. I suppose that my views on those

ger-rings,

or trim and clean

DR.

Whatever may be the court, the origin of Pulmonary
Consumption is in the blood. Whenever, from any of
the predisposingcauses which I have just now mentioned, the blood becomes degenerated,it begins to
make tuberculous deposits in the substance of the
lungs. This must be stopped or death will surelyfallow. It will not be enough to get rid of the tubercles
already deposited,and heal up the sores already
made, but somethingmnst be done to stop further
deposits. What shall that be? The regular faculty
say nothing can be done. I say purify, enrfrhand tone
up the blood, until it becomes so healthy as no longer
to make tubercles.Can this be done? Yes. How? By
the easiest and most naturalway in the worid. Take a
man who shows to the experiencedeye, by many infalliblesigns, that Consnmptionhas set in. He is feeble
and without appetite. Now see what I intend to do :
First, [propose to cleanee hit stomach and bowel* of
their dead, slimy, clogging matter. This I shall do
with my Mandrake Pills,which are the best cathartic
pillsin the world. They containno calomel or other
minerals,only vegetable matter. They evacuate the
stomach and bowels gently but thoroughly,and do
not weaken or gripe. They act like magic on tbs liver,
rousing it out of its dull torpidstate, and promoting
a full,free flow of healthy bile, without which there
can be no perfect digestion. Now that the stomach
and bowels are cleansed and ready— what next?_ Create an appetite. ThlA I do by my Seaweed
The effect of thia medicine la wonderful.Unlike a
temporary stimulant,whir
reactionlets
gans affectedsink lower than before, this not only
tones up the stomach, but keeps it toned np. The
naturalcraving for food returnsin all its force, so that
we have now a stomach hungry for food, and a digestive apparatus ready to make way with it What next?
Any one can answer that question.Put into that hungry stomach an abundant supply of nutritiousfood
to be concerted by the strange chemistryof "

of tho thin,

on pavements and hard and stony rflu Is bo.iio protection
for horBCB’ feet le netrawarv,but ordinary ih.Mln? 1«
inadequate and injurious. It throw* the entire we'ght
of the horse on the outer rim of tho hoof alone, and removes It entirely from tho frog, leaving the latter oxposed to Injury from nails, plusa or Jagged stones, upon
which a how? Is liable to step at any time. Tho result
in thousand* of cases Is that the horse becomes lamed
from contraction,corns, thrush,cute or Umbos. Ordinary shoeing Is wrong in pr.nc'p'.o and injurious in
practice, it Is little borer for a horse than would bo a
shoe with only a rim of leather for a sole for man’s uso.
A horse can be shod so that the pto-suro can be d »trlbuied Just as It would be were too horse standing
bareiOJtedon the turf, and at the Fa no time u comp oto
protec t.'on against all injuries to the foot can be scoured.
This can be done by u-dng the IXACKiK HOH8R8HOE
PAD, the principalfeature of which Is a stout sololeather sole placed between the hoof and the shoe, as
seen In the cuts. The LOCK IK PAD Is used and Indorsed
In strongest term* by BUDI) I JOULE and scores of wellknown horse-driversand traines; DU, W. 8HKPAKD
and scores of well-known veterinary surgeons; H. V.
UEM18 and scores of well-knownUorse-ftwnars:J. .7.
UUOWN and scores of wo'l-known liverymen. Hundreds
of horscsboers indorse it. Have your horse by saving
his feet. Increase his value bv curing his feet. Make
him much more valuable by giving him always a safe,
sure and springy footing, thus increasinghiscouiidenoo
and speed, improvinghis temper, and giving him the
dispositionto do his prettiest and best. Thousands
are now using the LOCKIE PAD, and every one indorses it. Every horse-owner is cordiallyinvited to
call and learn more about the PAD, cr to write for full
particulars.We will shoe your lame horses with the
PAD, and if they are not cured will chariie you nothing.
Liberal discount to the trade. All horscshccrs cun
apply the PAD without lice use.

LQCKIt HORSESHOE PID

OFFICES: N. E. Cor. N. Clark and Kinzie Sts.,
Rooms 1 and 2, CHICAGO, ILL. ;

__n you nave
bad Catarrh Jon*
cnoirah .mil want

m

through the lungs without
posits ; strength.and health will

m

OAIMIMH PATENTSkSS:
SPECULATORS.
SffSWS

EHSURE CURE

bl_

a circulationwill be estah

COURT

ALBERT CROSBY, Prei’t.D. McLEAN, Manager.

Fall iuitmcti)n* and Hand-Bookof Patent* sent free.
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The Blessing of the lord,

it

Have

we

As

are

on

we are winning

new

the eve of a

may not he amiss

CLOSE OUT MY ENTIRE STOCK.

co.,

Kaketh Bich.

to ask ourselves

year

just received a

new stock of

it

whether

maketh Rich and addeth no sorrow.
We all desire riches,and no one despises

It

which they

have added a

I

Dry Goods, Groceries, Etc.,

to onrselves this Blessing.

will sell at the lowest prices.

new and seasonable goods, such as

large line of

Clothing, Overcoats, Dry Goods,

the durable riches which we can never possess

without this blessing. Is our beloved

city

pursuing a course which will draw

down upon

it

“The Blessing of

the Lord

Highest market prices paid for

Eats and

and Slues, Etc.

Caps, Boots

Butter, Eggs, etc., etc.

which addeth no sorrow.*' Does not the
sorrow ol* the victimizedones, appeal to

we

our tender sympathies? Ought
fear that the period will

the divine

At the

the

store opposite

would have been better,

P.

warning been heeded. Has

Holland, March 28

Saul, learn that

It

havoc not already been made

1888.

which

ing upon the Lord with fasting and prayer,

Give me a

should not Christians seek to their

God

to

chasing

with the finest horses and carriagesfor funeral

in view of the comfestivities would it not be Incumbent than

ful,

and

to

toe of their

Holland, Joiy 28th.

take a firm stand against the

own and

their

if

the festivities of the coming new year were

solemn fast, such an
recommends. “Let them say,

ushered in with a

What

:** Festivities!

festivities are there for the wife,

who

finds

changed that in place of the bewhich she once
confided, she finds one who has decended
heart, so

ing, providentbeing in

E.

CHESTER PARK,

may

be restored to the

Manufacturedby

home

MRS. WILLIAM STRANG.

M. D.

the joy of the whole family circle. Comjoy

y

I.

L

MICH.

r>,

2iT

-A.

WHO

It

MAM

iA

UNACQUAINTEDWITH THI OROGRAPHY OP THIS COUNTRY. WILL
SSI SY SRAM MHO THIS MAP, THAT THS

RHEUMATISM CURED. SCROFULA CUBED. NEURALGIA CURED.

Rochester.N. Y. Apr. fith,*83
Port Btron, N. Y., Feb. 20. ‘82.
RheumaticSvrvp Co. :
Rheumatic
Svfup Co. :
beneath the level of a beast? Festivities! Gajrrs-I have been a great
I had been doctor! n? for three
snfferer from Rheumatism for six
What festivities are there for the father, years, and hearing of the success or four years, with diflVrvntphywho, sees the son whom he would have of Rheumatic Syrup I concluded sicians,for scrofnia,ns -ome calto give it a trial in my own case, led it, hut found no relief until I
raised to the high pinacle of honor, re- and I cheerfully say that I have commenced taking ymr Syrup.
After taking it a short time, to
duced to the companionshipof fools? been greatlybenefited by its use. my surprise,it began to help me.
I can walk with entire freedom
Festivities!What festivitiesare there for from pain, and my general health Continuingits use a few weeks,
is very much improved. It is a I found myself as well as ever.
the household from which the circean cup splendidremedy for the blood As a blood purifier. 1 think It has
> equal.
has beguiled a daughter?— yes the life— aud debilitatedsystem.

and

.

The Greatest Blood Purifier Known!

her husband, who bad been the idol of her

fort,

O

STRUP.

to reproach, that the heathen

should rule over them

H

2Wf

Rheumatic

spare thy people 0 Lord, and give not thy
heritage

BOONS.

1882.

*

and inspect my goods before pur-

neighborswel-

fare. Better would it be for the land

one as Joel

any party in this city.

H.

on every family to be vigilent and prayer-

call, learn prices,

E.vT. KAIRIRIlSr G-TOUST,

as cheap, if hot cheaper

blighted the earth,
ing

Underwear that any person

in the line of

elsewhere.

in this

purposes, which I will Tarnish

ever

the greatest evils that

JIBARSE

I have the newest and best
city,

UnsriDEBWEAIR,.

near Eighth,

Street,

figures.

could desire, and I will sell at remarkable low figures.

The Sided established Stable in the city.

public evils were often removed by a call-

AB.

have everything

I

I /

bottom

I will dispose of at

IDEZE^WE

Tinsr

On Market

HOSIERY,

8-ly

H. BOOlsTE,

beasts of prey, by those who are placed to

guard the preciousones within? God's
precious ones— those for whom the Saviour
died. Gould angels weep, surely they
would shed bitter team over the wandering ones. Ob, for the sake of the little
enes, whom we are not to cause to offend
devise a way by which these things may
be stopped. IHn the Jewish dispensation

AND GENTS’

LADIES’

“ City Mills.*'

PRIN8 & CO.

in the fold,

which should have been made secure from

remove one of

I have a large and very elegant stock of

Call!

anon arrive when

the victimisers,will, like Hie), Gehazi and

had

a

Give us

not to

RHEUMATIC SYRUP

Fairfort,N. Y., March 12, ‘83.
Rheumatic8i/rup Co. :
Gkrts— Since November, 1882,
I have been a constant snfferer
from neuralgiaand have not
known what It was to be free
from pain nntil I commenced
the nse of Khenmatlc Syrup. I
have felt no pain since using the
fourth bottle. I think it the best
remedy I have ever heard of for
purifying the blood and for the

cure of rheumatismand neuW. B. CHASE. •

ralgia.

CO., i Plymouth Ave., Rochester,N. Y.

where death has removed the most promising ones; but

an eternal, drear darkness

rests on the victim of alcoholicfetters,
and the vacant place in home can never be
filled.

M.

IN THE

NEW

grocery AYER’S PILLS.

8. V. 0.

(To be Continued.)

.

Xatck Xakiog in Svedmla en exSweden. At Jonkop*
ing Is the oldest and greatest match factory in the world, it was established100
years ago. There are abown specimens of

— —
-

AND-^--

DBY GOODS STORE

Tbe manufacture of matches

Dyspepsia,Headache, Dysentery,
and a host of other ailments,for all of
tion,

tensive IndustryId

the matches in nse

when

the 19th century

began. They are big fagots of wood,

C.

STEKETEE

&

BOS,

m tleconerofRUerilMSU.
Can now bo found, not alone a complete Block
of Grooirie*,— always of the Freahest and Purest,
but also all kinds of Farmera Produce, Provisions,

with a handle and a tip to dip iu a sulphur
tub. They are the giant ancestorsof the Etc.. Etc.
delictte littleslivers used for matches today. Millions of the latter are turned out
Also a very large and assorted stock of
in a day. There was a time when they
did not make a million of the big matches
in a year. The wood is taken from neighboring forests. They parcel tbe forests Which we intend to keep as complete as pos
out in 50 sectons. Every year they cut one slble embracing all the the latest and best made
of tbe sections,and then replant It with fabnea.
young trees. The great forests of Sms-

3DH/YT

land supply the factory at Jonkopiog.
Tbe trees are hewn into planks iu the forest and are cut into slivers at the factory,
They nse the outside rinds of tbe trees for
boxes for tbe matches. Last year this factory divided 00 per cent. For five consecutive years preceding they divided 45 per
cent, and they hope this year to pay 75
per cent on their capital. Swedish
matches are largely imported into this
country.

running sore on my leg for eight years;
my doctors told me I would have to have
tbe bone scraped or amputated. I used,
instead, three bottled of ElectricBitters
and nine boxes Buckien’s Arnica Salve,
and my leg is now sound and well.” Electric BUtets are sold at fifty cents a bottle,
and Bucklen’s Arnica Salve at 25c. per
box by H. Walsh.

GOOiDS

Crockery, Stone

& Glassware.

FARMERS’ PRODUCE TAKEN IK
EXCHANGE.
C.

STEKETEE & BOS.

A BAD CASE OF SCROFULA

CURED.

Fort Byron, Feb. 20, 1882.
Rheumatic Syrup Oo.t Wolcott It. 7. :
I bad been doctoringfor three or four
years, with different physicians, for scroful a, as some called it, but found no relief
until I commenced taking your Syrup.
After taking it a short time, to my surprise, it began to help me. Continuing its
use a few weeks, I round myself as well
well as ever. As a blood purifierI think
it hat no equal. Mrs. William Strang.

sion.

These Pills are compoundedof vegetable
substances only, and are absolutely free from
calomel or any other injurious ingredient.

A Sofllmr from Headache

writes

Chicago, Rock Island & Pacific R’y,
twins the Great Central Line, affords to travelers,by reason of Its unrivaled geographical position,the shortest and baat route between the Bast, Northeast and
Southeast,and the Went, Northwestand Southwest.
It le literallyand strictly true, that Its connectionsaro aN of the principallines
of road between the Atlantic and the Paetffo.
By Its main line and bvanohea It reach ea Chicago, Joliet, Peoria, Ottawa,
La Salle, Oencseo, Moline and Nook Island, in Illinois| Davenport, Mueoatlne,
Washington, Keokuk, Knoxville,Oskalooca, Fairfield, Dee Moines, West Liberty,
Iowa City, Atlantic, Avoea, Auduban, Harlan, Guthrie Center and OouneM Bluffs,
m Iowa | GaHatin,Trenton, Oameron and Kansas City, In Missouri, and Leavenworth and Atehleon In Kansas, and the hundreds of cities, villagesand town*

Intermediate.The

“GREAT ROCK ISLAND ROUTE,”
and

As

:

yek'8 Pills are invaluableto me, and
are my constant companion. I have oeen
a severe sufferer from Headache, and your
Pills are the only thing 1 could look to
for relief. One doee
lose will quickly move my
bowels and free my
ny head
head from pain. They
are the most effect
I h... erer
speak in their praise, and 1 always do so
when occasion oners.
W. L. Pack, of W. L. Page ft Bro.”
FranklinSt., Richmond, Va., J one 3, 1882.
“ A

it le familiarly called, offers to travelers all the advantages
oomtorte
Incident to a smooth track, safe bridges, Union Depots at all connectingpoints.
Past Express Trains, composed of COMMODIOUS, WILL V1NTILAT1D, WELL
H8ATBD, FINELY UPHSLSTBNED and
DAY OOAONEt | a line of the
MOST MAGNIFICENT HORTON NfiOLIWNO CHAIN CANS aver buHt| PULLMAN’S
latest designed and handsomest PALACE SLEEPING CANS, and DINING CASS
that are acknowledged by press and people to be the FINEST RUN UPON ANY
ROAD IN THE COUNTRY, and In which superior meals are served to travelersat
the low rate of SEVENTY-FIVE CENTS EACH.

MQANT

THREE TRAINS each
via the

famous

Arm's

Pills in numberless instances.as recommendedby you, and
have never known them to fail to accomplish
the desired result.We constantly keep them
on hand at our home, and prise them as a
pleasant, safe, and reliable family medicine.
they ‘are invaluable.
J. T. Hayes.”
Mexia, Texas, June 17, 1882.

HUNTLEY,

Tbe Rbv. Francis B. Harlowe, writing
from Atlanta.Go., says: “For some years
past I have been subject to constipation,
from which, in spite of the use of medi-

way betwaan CHICAGO and the MISSOURI RIVER.
between CHICAGO and MINNEAPOLIS and ST. PAUL,

TWO TRAINS each way

ALBERT LEA ROUTE.
A New and Direct Line, via Seneca and Kankakee, has recently been opened,
between Newport News, Richmond, Olnclnnetl, Indianapolis and La Payette,
and Oounoil

TOR DYSPEPSIA
Holland. Oct. 12th, 1883.

Bluffs, St. Paul, Minneapolis and Intarmcdlata points.
All Through Passengers earned on Fast Express Trains.

R. R.

CABLI,
M.nac<r.

I. 8T.

VkM-PrM't * Om'I

CHICAGO.

ago I
began taking' Ayer’s Pills. They have
entirely corrected the costive habit, and
have vastly improved my generalhealth.”

II

Estimates given

for all

kinds of buildings

fin-

tite and digestion,and by their prompt and
thorough action give tone and vigor to tbe
whole physical economy.

prepared bv

ished and completed.

Dr. J. C. Ayer A Co., Lowell,

Mass.

—

dealers

OLD, AND

done on short notice.

Ayer’s Sarsaparilla.

MIDDLE-

Childrenwith Sore Eyes, Sore
Ears, or any scrof ulous onypbilitie taint, may be made healthyand strong
by its use.

AGED.

Stairs,

Hand Hailing, Sash

Sold by all Druggists ; ft, six bottles for

Doors, Blinds,

GROCERIES,
NOTIONS

Brackets, etc; made and

GOLDSSSS
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gOOdS

and

A. we have just started in business In
hare on hand

this city, we

NEW FRESH

GOODS

of the best quality, and we will sell
at curreut market prices.

them

_

and

SL^Sifourthso,
From these fonroes
the diseases of the human race. These
tjrmptoms indicate their existenoe^tossol

oft
......... c

after eating, aversionto
ara&s:
exertion of body or mind,.Kmetatlon
.....
e

of food, Irritability of temper, Low
spirits, A feeling of haring neglected
some dutr, Dizziness,
Iness, Flutteringat the
Hearttpdts before the eyes, high!pool*
ored Urine, CON STIPATIOfiyauu
and uodem&nd the use of a remedy that acta directly
on the Liver. AsaLivermedloineTIJTT’S
PILLS have no equaL Their notion on the
Kidneys and Skin U also prompt removing
;

all impurities through these three “scav-

engers of the system,'* producing appesound digestion, regularstoolsji dear
skin and a vigorous body. TUTT'S FILLS
cause no nausea or griping nor interfere
with daily work and are a perfect
tite,

tbit will put you in the way of mak- is complete and we sell at bottom figures
ing more money In a few days than you e
thought
possible
at any holiness. Capital not
furnished.
quired. We will start you. You can work all the
time or in spare time only. The work Is universally adapted to both sexes, young and old. Yon
can easilyearn from GO cents to $5 every evening
Office and shop on Riuer Street, That al) who want work may test the business, we
make this unparalleledoffer; to all who are not We will pay market prices for Butter and
well satisfied we will send $1 to pay for the tronble Eggs; also will buy Grain, Potatoes,
near the corner of Tenth Street,
of wrltifagns.Full particulars, directions, etc., Seeds, etc., etc.
sent free. Fortunes will be made by those who
JAS. HUNTLEY.
give their whole time to the work. Great succest
absolutely rare. Don't delay. Start now. Ad
PETER STEKETEE ft CO.
Bollard, Mkb., Jnly in, 1883,
Holland, May 27,
17-tf. dress Stirson ft Co., Portland, Maine.

BUTTER

1883.

As’t,

TORPID BOWELS,

Our stock of
Send

TV.

DISORDERED LIVER,

9&

Mouldings

A

JOHN,

0«l’l

PILLS

CROCKERY.

experience the wonderful
beneficial effects of

YOUNG,

in—

DRY GOODS,

Sold by all Druggists.

Planing and Re-sawing

Canada, or of

TUTT'S

Ayer’s Cathartic Pills correctirregularitiesof tbe bowels, stimulatethe appe-

_

For more detailed information, see Maps and Folders, which may be obtained, at
well ae Tickets, at all principal Ticket Offices In the United States and

cines of various kinds, I suffered increasing

a

Fairfort, N. Y., March 12, 1883.
Rheumatic Syrup Co.:
Gents— Since November,1883, I have
been a constant sufferer from neuralgia
and have not known what it was to be free
from pain until I commenced the nse of
liheumatic Syrup. I have felt no pain
since using the first bottle. I think it tbe
best remedy I have ever heard of for purifying the blood and for the cure of rheumutism and neuralgia. W. B. CHASE.

which they are a safe, sure, prompt, and
pleasant remedy. The extensive use of these
Pills by eminent physicians in regular practice, shows unmistakably the estimation in
which they are held by the medical profes-

“I have used

JAS.

An End to Bono Scraping.
Edward Shepherd, of Harrisburg,111.,
says: “Having received so much benefit
from Electric Bitters, I feel it my duly to
let sufferinghumanity know it Hate had

A large proportionof the diseases which
cause human suffering reeult from derangement of the stomach, bowels, and liver.
Ayer’s Cathartic Pills act directly upon
these organs, and are especially designedto
cure the diseases caused by their derangement, including Constipation,Indiges-

and EGGS.
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